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WILL'TBY TO END TWO MORE
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any other civilian; it simply maintains the right of the national
and especially the legislative branch, as the sole authority
competent to make war, and the
sending of an armed force into Mexico would constitute such an act.
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MEXICAN

t,

KILL AMERICAN

Want Frontier Protected
Senator Morris Sheppard of Texas
today made representations to the
state department about what he considers the unprotected condition of
n
frontier.
!nrts of the
Senator Sheppard recently sent telegrams to the Texas county judges
along the Rio Grande river from El
Paso to Brownsville and his statement
to Secretary Knox today was based
upon the replies. They contend for
the need of more troops in two extended stretches of territory, one of
about ,100 miles, between Brownsville
and Laredo, and the other of almost
as great length between Del Rio and
El Paso. It was represented that
there had been much looting along
the upper region and in one case a
Texas ranch 50 miles from the border
had been attacked', during the last
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PROVISIONAL PRESIDENT SENDS TROOPS TO PUT
DOWN DISTURBANCE.

BUT

THE

few days.
One thousand troops,

the senator
said, were required to protect the
county. It was believed that not so
many would be necessary along the
lower Rio Grande, but it was represented that there were many roving
bands of Mexicans just across the
river on the Mexican side from Cameron, Star and Hidalgo counties, and
it was feared that some of them
might cross over at any time. At
Laredo, Eagle Pass and El Paso there
was said '.o be a sufficient number of
troops to protect these communities.

The killing
Washington,
an Amerof
Boris
Corow,
bandits
by
ican citizen, last Sunday, at Los
Laureles Hacienda, Tapaca, when
three other Americans and a Spaniard escaped, was reported here today
with the information that Ambassa-Wilsohad requested the Huerta
government at Mexico City to send
troops for the protection of Americans in the vicinity of the disturb- Feb.

25.
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Mexico City, Feb. 25. Various deputations of followers of the rebel
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Feb
Indianapolis,
methods of ending the strike of the
international Association of Bridge
and Structural Iron Workers, which
has continued for seven
years
against "open shop" contractors,
were discussed at the association's
annual convention today.
President Frank M. Ryan reported
the union was forming plans to treat
with the coutra"tors looking toward
a settlement. Most of the "opan
shop" contractors are members of the
National Erectors' association. It
was to promote this strike, it was
charged at the dynamite conspiracy
trial here last December, that John
J. McNamara, the secretary of the
union, resorted, to the use of explo
sives. President Ryan and 32 otner
union officials were convicted of conspiracy in connection with the plots.
The suggestion for a possible settlement was made by Ryan at a secret session of the convention. Afterwards he stated tnat the plan had not
developed "to tue extent that a- conofficials
and
union
ference between
the contractors had been arranged.
Ryan and ten other delegates who
are attending the convention were
recently released from the Fort Leavenworth penitentiary on bond.. So
far the convention has been devoted
to preliminary business.
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Sydney, N. S. W., Feb. 25. Another was added to the list of Antarctic
tragedies by the news received here
today of the death of two members
of the expedition commanded by Dr.
Douglas Maw son. The party left
Tasmania in 1911, accompanied by a
large body of scientific men, to explore thoroughly the regions around
the southern magnetic pole.
Once again the British army is affected by the loss of a brilliant ofS. Ninnis, of
ficer. Lieutenant B.
the famous Royal Fusilliers regiment.
He was a close friend of Captain
Lawrence Oates, of the Inniskilling
dragoons, who perished while returning from the South Pole with Scott.
Switzerland also has suffered a
great loss by the death of Dr. Merz,
scientist and sportsa prominent
man. After winning the ski jumping
championship in Switzerland in 1908,
he offered his services to Dr. Maw-so-

Vernon, Tex., Feb. 25. John Beal
Sneed was today declared not guilty
of the murder of Al Boyce, Jr., at
Amarilio, Tex., last September. The
jury retired last night and returned
the verdict today. Sneed shot Boyce
to death on a street in Amarilio upon
what was said to have been their
first meeting after Boyce eloped with

The board of trustees of the Las
Vegas land grant this morning entered into a contract with Messrs Sig-land Stohl of the National Trust
and Savings company of Salt Lake
City, Utah, for the completion of the
Las Vegas Irrigation
project The
contract is, in effect, an option lor
the period of 90 days from date, during which time Messrs. Sigler an3
Stohl will make all investigations
which they deem necessary to determine whether the project la a feasible one.
If the Investigations result satisfactorily Messrs. Sigler and Stohl will
pay to the Camfield Development
company the amount claimed to be
due that corporation for work done
in bringing tho Irrigation project to
its present state of partial completion.
A desirable feature of the contract
signed this morning Is that no local
financial aid will be required to build
the project. The parties now being
i-'
dealt. with are abundantly
ance it without resorting to the sale
of bonds. Another desirable feature
is that the tillable lands iu connection with the project will not be delivered to the Salt Lake men until
the reservoir is fully completed.
The members of the board of trustees of the land grant, and Judge David J. Leahy, the legal authority iit
control of the land, doubtless will
receive the entire approbation of Mtts
people of Las Vegas and the residents of other portions of the grant
lands for their action in this matter.
Apparently they have made the 'wisest use of their powers and have contracted with the best people to complete the Camfield
project. They
have done this without placing in jeopardy any of the property of the
grant and without the use ot any of
its funds. Competent engineers have
passed upon the feasibility of tb.8
project and doubtless the engineer!,
employed by Messrs. Sigler and Stohl
will malse a similar report to the
effect that tho project is entirely capable of watering a lnrge tract of
irrigable land.
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Washington,

Passes

pension
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25. Senate:
Feb.
bill carrying $180,- -

000,000.

Indian
Considered
appropriation
bill.
Passed Crawford bill restraining
Injunctions to suspend state laws.
House: Resumed debate on naval
appropriation bill.
Labor committee reported bill to
fix an eight hour day for women
workers in District of Columbia.
Money trust investigating committee held final meeting.
,

WILSON WILL TURN
A

SOMERSAULT

Sneed's defense was that feared for
his 'life and that Captain Boyce was
aiding his son, Al, in the elopement.
On October 13, 1911, Mrs. Sneed
proposed to her husband that she
leave Texas with Boyce and go to
South America.
A few days later
Sneed placed his wife in a sanitarium
near Fort Worth.
Early in November Boyce and Mrs.
Sneed eloped. Sneed spent $20,00u
In .searching the cquntrjfor them.
They were found at Winnipeg, Canwas held on
ada, where Boyce
charges of theft made oy Sneed at
Fort Worth. Sneed went to Winnipeg, persuaded his wife to return to
Texas and the charges against Boyce
were dropped. Several months later
Boyce returned to Texas and Sneed,
at his trial, declared that for some
time before he killed Boyce in Amarilio he had lived in expectation of
death at any time at the young man's
hands.

'

Lieutenant Ninnis was the expert
of the expedition on surveying ar,
sledging. The wireless messages hitherto received from the steamer Aurora do not state the cause of hu
death' or that of Dr. Merz.
Ninnis, according to a
Lieutenant
later dispatch, was kilted by falling
into a crevasse nearly a year ago.
His death was practically instantan-

eous.

SAYS HE WILL ENJOY HIS THREE
DAYS AS A PRIVATE
CITIZEN

Trenton, N. J., Feb. 25. Presidentelect Wilson resigned the governor
ship of New Jersey at 1 o'clock today to take effect at noon Saturday,
March 1. The governor wrote his
resignation in his own hand and sent
It by Secretary Tumulty to David S.
Carter, tho secretary of slate. At
the eame time he sent a messavr
to both houses of the legislature notifying them of his act.
"I shall have the pleasure of bclnft
a private citizen for just three days,"
remarked Mr. Wilson. "I think," hs
added, with a smile, "I shall celebrate
tho fact by turning a handspring Just
ti show that I have no dignity of of
lire to maintain."
Mr. Wilson will attend the ceremonies at noon Saturday when his siV
ceiror, James Fielder, president (k
the state senate, succeeds him."

Washington, Feb. ,25. In a special
message to congress today President
Taft urgently recommended the Immediate appropriation of $250,000 for
the first annual payment to Panama
under the terms of the treaty by
which; Panama gave the United
States permission to build the Panama canal.
The treaty provided that In addition to $10,000,000 in gold paid for
the canal zone an annual sum of
$250,000 was to be paid as long as a
treaty existed, beginning nine years
after ratification of the treaty. The
first payment is due February 26. Secretary Knox some time ago asked
for such an appropriation but none
has been made.
"I therefore most earnestly
urge
immediate action as absolutely necessary to place this government in
position to respond at once to its
treaty obligation," said President
Taft in his message.
LITTLE WOOL BIDDING.
Boston, Feb. 25. Domestic wools,
fleeces, show a
especially Delaine
lower tendency. Fine washed fleeces
are steady at 31 to 32, while fine staple Montana brings 23 i'i the grease.
Scoured territory is quiet and easy
California wooia
and transactions-iare confined to sample lots. Eight
months' Texas wools selt readily at
18 to 19 cents.
Very little bidding is going on in
the went for the new clip although
offers of 18V6 cents are reported in
Montana.
CRISIS IN JAPAN
Toklo, Japan, Feb. 25. The political crisis In Japan brought about by
tho resignation of rremier Katsura
deflntely solved, in
has not been
spite or the formation of a new cabPrince
inet under Count Yainamoto.
Kntsura's opposition at present Is
supported by the majority In the
chamber of deputies end this caused
a further postponement of the reassembling of the deputies today until

February

27.

er

Mrs. Sneed.
Al Boyce, Jr., was tne second member of the Boyie family Sneed had
killed on account of the elopement.
The first was Captain Al Boyce, Sr.,
who was shot in a Fort Worth hotel.
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Zapata conferred with Provisional
President Huerta preparatory to enwith the new
tering into
government.
It is officially declared that with
the exception of three states in the
most southeastern ,part of the republic,, all of the states of Mexico have
recognized the new administration.
Lively activity on the part of the
rebels
continues In many parts, but
that
Ambassador Wilson, reporting
the government Is not alarmed over
Mexican
capin
the
sentiment
public
this, as negotiations for peace have
Colquitt Fears Trouble
ital seems undisturbed by the killing
Feb. 25. "Cessation begun with all the more important
Tex.,
Austin,
that
added
of Madero and Suarez,
and bands.
of hostilities at. Matamoras
private and unofficial telegrams inr
1
beis
but
Brownsville
temporary,
few
with
dicate the same situation,
Diaz Pictures Restored
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declared
Colquitt of
exceptions, throughout the republic. lieve,"
undernot
Mexico
one
"To
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City, Feb.' 23. The revival
today.
The government, evident y suspicious
the
of
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the
influence in Mexico is
situation
the
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Carranza
of
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standing
of the loyalty
misconbe
an
indicated
order issued by Prooffice
of
this
by
might
of Coahuila, has refused to accept action
visional
few
Huerta today that
many
President
last
the
For
sendstrued.
days
is
and
his professed adhesion,
been re- a.i portraits of former President
have
letters
and
telegrams
him.
ing troops against
Diaz be restored to the places
Volunteers in Chihuahua City are ceived by me requesting protection
in the in public buildings from which they
from
not
people
and
only
ner
aid,
the
arms
in
against
reported
Matamo- were removed by Madero.
Several
government. The state government vicinity of Brownsville and
were
old
posof
the
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dictator
the
Every
but
large
ras,
pictures
the
along
military
has elected Rabago,
corridors
in
means
of
the
to
protection
sible
securing
replaced
immediately
to
the
governorship
commander,
succeed Governor Gonzales now in from federal troops was resorted to, and halls of then ational palace.
Consul Jidwards who re- but with no success.
ipjriison.
Senora Madero Goes to Cuba.
'The requests for aid continued to
ports the situation at Juarez strained,
it
and
Vera
offihere
Cruz, Mex.', Feb, 25. Senora
into
civil
and
headquarters
pour
says former military
cials continue to hold their posi- was necessary to do something to Francisco I. Madero, Jr., and Senora
are protect the people of that section Francisco I. Madero, Sr., wife and
sympathizers
tions. Madero
mother of the late president of Mexisaid to be destroying railroad prop their property and interests."
the
arrived here early this morning
that
felt
said
co,
he
The governor
erty in the vicinity of Chihuahua
at on a special car from Mexico City.
officials
and
the
war
for
of
there
'left
secretary
trains
No
City.
south yesterday mornin'. Some ex- Washington did not fuly realize the They were escorted by the Cuban
citement But no disorder is reported situation along the border. General minister and went immediately on
E. Z. Steever, in command of the fed- board the Cuban gunboat Cuba. There
from Nogales.
that
eral tropa at San Antonio, it was un- they met Francisco I. Madero, Sr.,
Ambassador Wilson reports
for
writer
the
suggested to Washington and Ernesto Madero,' who arrived
Kenneth
derstood,
John
Turner,
whom fears were entertained, is U the advisability of border guards, but yesterday.
As soon as the party had gone
no danger. John B. Chapman Is re- received no reply.
the Cuba sailed for Havana.
at
Consul
Matamoras
consul
American
The
and
aboard,
Pearson
safe
at
ported
of the two women had
force
arrival
The
Texas
to
the
that
ranger
appealed
Shanklin at Mexico City reports
deII. B. Pond and family are safe and for assistance, according to reports been kept strictly secret. Their
the
with
was
Mexico
was
from
this
parture
that Dr. Harrison nas left for Dallas, reaching here last night, and
Texas,
partly responsible for the order to consent of the Mexican government.
The members of the Madero family
Consul Garrett
telegraphed from Texas National Guardsmen to go to
to remain in Havana for some
intend
was
he
Brownsville.
Nuevo Laredo that
yesterday
Or"This office does not care In any days and will then go to New
attacked on' the street by a saloon
is
destination
ultimate
leans.
Their
had
caused
with
the way to Interfere
federal action,
keeper because he
were
who
that
Europe.
from
operatcriminals
of
but
arrest
barring protection
The Cuban minister reported that
rob- source, there was nothing to be done
ing from the saloon and were
was quiet in the capital. He was
all
said
of
the
Americans.
but take
stops
lat night,"
bing
eo well satisfied .that order will be
Ambassador Wilson will be permit- Governor Colquitt.
The governor believes the action maintained there, that he did not
ted to continue to exercise bis own
new
the
with
of
in
the federal government in sending hesitate to leave his family in Mexidealing
discretion
some
satis
Mexican government and
troops to Brownsville will aid mate co City where be will return shortly.
that
his
report
from
rially in quieting the situation.
faction is derived
Sonora Loyal to Huerta
not only is the uew government
Sonora, Mex., Feb. 25.
Ilerinosillo.
States,
General Carter Goes to Galveston.
friendly toward the United
Sonora
revolt, against Huer
will
not
but" it has shown a disposition to
curs
lo
Feb.
ChluAgo,
25. Freight
ta.
Tho
slate congress adjourned to
meet reasonable requests for the pro- carrying the impediinentla of the
Mexin
action. Although dlsap
Twenty-seventinterests
from
Fort
daywithout
tection of American
infantry
ico which were to a largo degree ig- Sheridan to Galveston, as well ai pointed by the failure of the congress
nored by the Madero administration. the coaches for meu anil officers, to support his position, Governor Jose
The threatened despatch of Texas were run into the siding at the fort Maria Mayloreua has not tendered his
resignation.
militia by Governor
Colquitt Into this forenoon.
Mexico Is not expected to materialWork of loading the cars was
Rebels Treat With Federals.
ize; the governor himself, It was
Immediately, and as every posSan
Luis do Potest, Mex., Feb. zfi.
eon
made,
pointed out here today, would lay sible preparation hadb
-- General Benjamin Argumedo, one
himself open to a charge of violation the work proceeded rapiuiy. Major
or the
of the national neutrality laws which General William H. Carter command- of the most active leaders
Saliat
arrived
Orozeo
today
forces,
his
and
Second
severe
for
any
division,
provide
ing the
punishment
He
followers.
of
his
tonas
with 1,0(10
one organizing and forwarding a hos- staff, will leave nt 6: .,5 o'clock
the
with
is
representatives
will
a
follow
treating
tile expedition into the country of
trains
Special
night.
A numor the new administration.
foreign state with which the United within half an nour, carrying 37 of
are
operating
of
ber
banus
rebel
ColStates is at peace.
ficers and 748 men. Lieutenant
along the railroads to Tamptco. They
The law recognizes no different
practically control the line.
between the governor of a state and
(Contlnued on Page Four)
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NO MORE HAIR.
Chicago, Feb. 25. Professor Fred-

erick Starr, of the department of anthropology of the University of Chicago, told the members' of his class
that some time in the future, hair,
teeth and the little toes would be
missing from the members of .ae
human race.

"Predigested food, hats and shoes
have rendered hair, teeth and the little toe useless," he said. "The time
will come when the man, woman or
child possessing tnese will be a curiosity. The natural man needs hair
as a defense and protection against
the struggles of primitive life. We
with our hats ana our civilization do
not need it."

j

j
j

VOUEN PUT ONE OVER
ON WASHINGTON

j
i

DORR CASE CLOSED.
Salem, Mass., Feb. 25 The

case

of the state
against William A.
Dorr, accused of the murder of
George B. Marsh, was closed today

and the opening speech of the de

MEN fendant's counsel Indicated that

fcn

attempt would be made to establish
that Dorr had shot the aged man In
ROUTE OF" SUFFRAGE self defense.
CHANGE
The definite defense
PARADE AFTER WRANGLE
had not been disclosed herptofor.,
WITH CONTRACTORS
The jury may take as true the evi- dence that Dorr came east, that.'lao'"
Washington, Feb. 25 The supe-- j bullets which killed the Lynn maV
women over some men came from his (Door's) revolver af
some
of
riorily
was demonstrated herj today to the that the revolver was held, in lis,,
dissatisfaction of tbe men in the hands when the bul'iets sped and ,
test, when managers ot the woman killed Marsh,'- said Dorr's attorney.
outgeneraled con- "Counsel assumes that the district
suffrage parade
tractors erecting
Inaugural stands attorney' will claim this to ha first
near tho White House and In front degree murder because it was preof the state, war and navy building. meditated, but the jury may find t.ln
Women manager learned today that defendant Innocent because ho aclcl
the contractors were planning to sell in defense ot his own life or thu,;-h- t
"
seats In their stand for the suffrage that ha was so acting."
pageant on March 3 for 10 and 15
cents. The women, have erected a
HOLLIS IS GAINING.
stand of their own at the treasury
Concord, N. H., Feb. 25. II on ry F.
and felt that the cut In price would Ilo'ills, democrat, lacked only t'm
handicap them very much, so after votes ot election as United Ktotr-Issuing an ultimatum to tho contract senator at the ballot of the
ors without effect, tlio women mantoday, lie received 202 tot.
agers met and promptly changed the to 173 for Edward N. rearso;1, repnl.-lican- ,
route of their pagent so It will not
ana 22 for William J. Pritto-tpass the contractors' stands fit all.
projrroru've.
loi.-.ia-tur-

,

j
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ME
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Dose on Retiring and You
Are Well and Happy by
Morning
It is only natural that the simplest
of ailments should be the most general, and so we have a whole nation
suffering from constipation - and In-

RATON AND TRINIDAD WORKING
FOR GOOD ROAD FOR FRIS-CFAIR YEAR.

Trinidad will join with Raton in
the working of grooming, the scenic
highway for the thousands of autowho will be coming

s.

n

I

j

-

-

1

tions.

To be possessed of a head of heavy, when you will see new hair line and
l't initiful hair: soft, lustrous, fluffy,, downy at first yes but really new
wavy nnd free from dandruff Is mere- hair sprouting out all over your
ly a matter of using a little Dande scalp Danderine is, we believe, the
rine.
only sure hair grower; destroyer of
ft is easy and Inexpensive to have dandruff and cure for itchy scalp and
nice, soft hair and lots of it. Just it never fails to stop falling hair at

get a 23 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine now all drug stores recommend it apply a little as directed
and within ten minutes there will In?
an apearance of abundance; freshness, fluffiness and an incomportbale
gloss and lustre and try as you will
you cannot find a trace of dandruff
or r.t!';rr hn!r- but your real surprise
about two weeds' usry
rtl! be
-

afr

piocedure in district court.
S. B. No. 15S, by Mr. Hinkle To reimburse trustees of Battery A for
lands and gunsheds. This bill was
drawn in accordance with a message
from the governor.
S. B. No. 157, by Mr. Hoit -- Relative
U the issuance of bonds for roads by
counties.
S. B. No. 158 Relative Vt the control and management of stat9 educa-

tional institutions.
S. B. No. 159, by Messrs. Laughren
and Holt for the participatioa cf
this state in the international celebration at El Paso on the completion of
the Elephant Butte project A joint
resolution by Mr. Holt on the same
subject asks congress to appropriate
$250,000 and to ask Mexico to v.ike
j

part
"What particular ponion of Mexico
is invited?" asked Senator Barth.
S. B. No. 160, by Mr. Holt Permitting district judges to certify in the
supreme court decisions, procedure
and practice.
Wants to Examine Holt Sill
When Mr. Holt intiodujji enate
enBill No. 161, to amend the laacted a year ago relative to the distaxes and
tribution of delinquent
then moved to suspend the in lis fct
the purpose of passing it, there vas
objection from Mr. Page.
"I would like to examine i.?fo thit
bill and I hope the gentlemm will not
press its passage at this .line." said
Mr. Page.
from any
"II there is objection
member, I will withdraw 'the motion,"
said Mr. Holt and the bill thoroupn
went to the committee on juaxiary.
Mr. Holt said he presented the bill
at the request of the judge from the
Third district who said that a change
in the law was necessary because
there were not sufficient court funds
for Torrance county. The bill carried
the emergency clause.
Presents Improvement Bill
Senator Pankey introduced as Sen
ate Bill No. 16r;, a bill to create a
capital commission for Santa Fe &n?
to district the state capital for tht
purpose of improvement. This bill is
of
advocated by Judge Richardson
Roswell and has the support of a
large number of the legislators.
S. B. No. 162, by Mr. Laughren,
prohibits roping exhibitions.

OLD MEXICO MEXICANS
MUST

LEAVE

THE

CITY

MAYOR SELLERS OF ALBUQUERQUE ORDERS UNDESIRABLES
TO GET OUT

Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 23. Following the attempt Saturday night
of an Old Mexico Mexican to murder
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South SidoPiaa

Otto P. Scbeer, in the George C.
Echeer furniture store, at 214 South
Soond street, Mayor D. K. B. Sellers
today issued orders to the iliee department to notify every Old Mexico
Mexican in Albuquerque without visible means of support to leave the
city at once and not to return and
to insist that transient
Old Mexico
Mexicans arriving here be told to
keep moving. Failure to comply with
the "move on" orders will result in
arrests and jail sentences.
The order of the mayor came today
after thoroughly considering the ad- visibility of such action and following
a conference with Chief of Police Me- -'
Millin and a personal investigation in-- !
ti the attack on young Scheer Satur-- I
day evening. The attack occurred
shortly after S o'clock. Young Scheer
was in the store alone. An Old Mexico Mexican
entered, asked to be
shown goods, and his request was
complied with. Scheer showed the
man about the place. Finally the
Mexican decided to make some purchases and asked for a receipt for
his money. In bending over a desk to
write out a receipt, Scheer saw on
the wall in front of him the shadow of
an uplifted hand, holding a dagger.
Turning like a flash, Scheer saw the
knife, descending, aimed directly at
a vital part of his body. Jumping
away from danger Scheer grabbed an
ink well and threw it at' the Mexican,
who by this time was making for the
door, thinking his near victim had a
revolver. There is no doubt but that
the Mexican meant to murder Scheer
and rob the store. The safe containing the receipts of the day's business was unlocked in the office. The
police were notified immidately regarding the attempted murder, and
a search was at once
begun for
Scheer's assailant.
"It is not the intention to deprive
any well behaved Old Mexico Mexican of rights of residence in Albuquerque," said Mayor Sellers today,
explaining his order. "But it is the
purpose to protect the people of this
city against the Old Mexico Mexicans
who come in here, loiter about saloons and around the streets and who
nine times out of ten have weapons
concealed about their persons and
do not hesitate to use a knife or a
sun if they have the opportunity.

The police

will insist charges are based upon the
negro's
Mexico Mexicans who alleged relations with Belle Schreib-er- ,
arrive here in cor ioadd shipments on
a white woman,
whom he is
their way to and from Old Mexico, charged with having brought from
remain on the cars at the railway sta- Pittsburg to Chicago.
It is undertion. If they get off the cars, we will stood that the Scomber woman rflll
have them searched and every man be one of the principal witnesses for
found with a weapon will be given the prosecution.

that the

department

Old

a jail sentence."

HEALTH WARNING
j

j

Chilled and wet feet result in congesting the internal organs, and in
flammation of the kidneys and blad
der, with rheumatic twinges and pair
in back, generally follow. Use Folej
Kidney Pills. They are the best medi
cine made for all disorders of the kid
neys, for bladder irregularities, anc
for backache and rheumatism. They
do not contain habit forming drugs
Tonic In action, quick results. O. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co
Adv.

JACK JOHNSON TO THE BAR.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 25. After spend-

ing an amount estimated at $30,000
and carrying his case to the supreme
court of the United States in a vain
effort to have the indictments
against him dismissed, Jack Johnson,
the negro champion pugilist, was arraigned in the United States district
court in this city today to stand trial
on charges of violation of the Mann
white slave act
Johnson's troubles
originated in
his open defiance of public sentiment
following the death of his wife, a
white woman, who committed Suicide
last summer. Within a few days after the burial of his wife the negro
was reported to have lavished her diamonds and other jewelry on Lucille
Cameron, a white girl, whose mother came from Minnesota and made
futile efforts in and put of court to
end her daughter's intimacy with the
pugilist.
The action of the negro in marrying the Cameron girl in open defiance of the pleadings of her mother
aroused public sentiment In Chicago
to a high pitch. Johnson's cafe license was revoked by the authorities
and; officers of the department of
justice immediately took steps to
prosecute the negro for alleged violations of the white slave law. Johnson's marriage is not expected to
weaken the case of the government
since it is understooa that the

This is the season of the year when
mothers feel very much concerned
over the frequent colds contracted by
their children, and have abundant
reason for it as every cold weakens
the lungs, lowers the vitality and
paves the way for the more serious
diseases that so often follow. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is famous for
its cures, and is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
LAY

CORNERSTONE AT NIGHT.
Boston, Mass., teb. 25. Owing to

the fact that university presidents
are very busy men nowadays it has
been decided to lay the cornerstone
of the magnificent new club house of
the Harvard club of Boston at nigbt
instead of having the ceremony take
place in the daytime as is isuaily
the case. The ceremony will take
place tomorrow .night. The celebration will begin at the Hotel Somerset whence, after addresses by President Emeritus Eliot and President
Lowell of the university, members of
the club will march to the site of the
clubrouse, near the corner of Commonwealth and Massachusetts avenues, where the corner stone will be
laid with impressive exercises. The
Harvard alumni chorus will sing, red
fire will be burned, and "three long
Harvards and' three times three" will
be given intermittently.
Do you know that more real danger
lurks in a common cold than in any
other of the minor aliments? The
safe way is to take Chamberlaln'8
Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
preparation, and rid yourself of the
cold as quickly as possible. TbI
remedy is for sale by all dealers.
Adv.

, Conductor S. L. Miller, Norfolk
Xebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
N. W. Ry. CO., recommends Foley
Kidney Pills and says: ? "I have used
Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfac-

tory results and endorse their use for
any one afflicted with kidney trouble.
They are all right." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Dnrg Co. Adv.
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inherpossess i8 often contradicted by the
ent fear of a period of diatrexs.
view
In
dread
no
such
be
But there need
noble
of the fact that we hare a aamostMother
ta
known
in
what
remedy
Xhlg la an external application
Friend.
that baa a wonderful Influencetheand control
abdotpen.
over the muscular tissues of
tendon
By its dailr use the munelea. cords, without
and iiiramenta all gently expand
no
is
pain, no
the aligbtert strain: there
(lea
nausea, no nervousness : wh was area
a calm,
as a severe physical ordeal becomes
imserene, Jovful anticipation that has Its 01
teachers
press such as oar foremost
Eueenics are strivins to drill Into the
minds of the present feneration.
In almost every community there are
women who have used Mother s Friend and
thev are the onea that recovered quicsiy,
conserved their health and strenmh to tbu
rule
preside over families destined by ofevery
of phvslolosy and the history the success-or
story
women
to repeat
ful men and
.
ETeater achievement.
Mothers Friend Is prepared after tne
tne
formula of a noted family doctor byJ1IO.S-.
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Atlanta, fia.
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is but a month ahead of ut. and it is time to give serious consideration to your Spring Costume. We are prepared to assist
ycu
in your selections and are showing an excellent variety of the
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$100,000.00

it

once.
If you want to prove how pretty
and soft your hair really is, moisten a
cloth with a little Danderine and care-fully draw it tnrough your heir tak-- j
ing one small strand at a time. Your
hair will be soft, glossy and beautiful
in a Just a fcrv moments
a delightful
awaits everyone who tries
this.
imany o'iicr popular
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CAPITAL PAID IN

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Kewburg, AJa. "For more than a
BROMO
Quinine
writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
year,"
refund money If it
place, "I suffered with terrible pains in
W. GROVE'S
my back and head. I had a sallow
box. 25c,
complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
BOSTON'S BIG DOG SHOW
A friend of mine advised me to try
Boston, Feb. 2.1. An entry list of Cardul, so I began taking
at once,
1.S72 was practically filled when the and with the best
results, for I was
doors were opened this morning for cured after taking two bodies.
My
the annul show of the Eastern Doe mother and my aunt havs also used
club in Mechanics building.
The rec- Cardui and were greatly benefited.
1 shall always praise Cardul to aick
ord of entries from New
England and
suffering woaon."
was broken, and there were many
Cardui is a purely vegetable, perexhibits from Xew York. Philadel- fectly harmless, tonic remedy for woand will benefli young and old.
phia. Washington, Buffalo and Pitts-bttrs- men,
Its ingredients are mild herbs, havas well as from Canaad. A
ing a gentle, tonic effect on the
constitution.
large number of the winners at the
Cardui has helped a million women
recent .New l ork show were among
back to health and strength.
those to be seen here. As usual with
Have you tried it? If not please
bench shows in this city, the Boston do. It may be just what you need.
terriers led the list of entries,
Write to: Uis' AdWsorv Dro!.. Chitti-jxeN. B
tor .prrtal
MiOineCcChattanonra,
7in..
of
thouch there was a
"

Take LAXATIVE
Tablets. Druggists
fails to cure. E,
ts on each

INVIG-ORATE- S
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Lady Clad She Followed
Suggestion.

HAIR

DANDRUFF
STOPS FALLING HAIRCLEANS AND
YOUR SCALP D ELIGHTFUL
DRESSING

Expectant Kotfcsr

ft,subj.-r- t

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 25. The
senate- - yesterday afternoon
passed
Senate Bill No. 1554, by Mr. Ilfeld,
which provides that the state supreme
court may adopt a seal. There was
no opposition.
These new bills were introduced:
S. B. No. 155, by Mr. Ilfeld Establishing certain rules of practice and

g

j

DESTROYS

PUTTING IN

Women of Experience Advie the Um
of Mother Friend.

YCwH

IN
WITH BUT A SHORT
TIME
WHICH
TO WORK LEGISLATURE GETS MORE BUSINESS

ft

Spanish-America-

25 CENT "DANDERINE"

To Th3
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digestion for they are closely alied.
But common as constipation is many
people do not seem to know they
have it. They will complain of headache, drowsiness or biliousness, all
unconscious of the trouble.
You should have a full and free
movment at least once a day. If you
pass a, day you are constipated, and
result will be- - that you wilt catch a
cold easily or have a more serious
ailment, To cure the constipation
and forestall still graver trouble take
a dose of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at night before retiring and by
morning relief will come, without disturbance from sleep or any inconvenience.
Legions of people use it regularly
in such emergencies, some of them
formerly chronic invalids who have
suffered from constipation all their
lives. Mr. A. B. Danner, 326 Riley
St, Harrisburg, Pa., says: "Dr. Caldwell's Sjrup Tcpsin gave me almost
instant relief from stomach and bowel
trouble. I now eat anything I want
and sleep well."
Many others will
tell you that they have tried most
things recommended for this purpose
but have found Syrup Pepsin the
only one always reliable. A bottle
can be obtained at any drug store

GROWS BEAUTIFUL, HEAVY

nine
qthj
OILLlI 01 ILL

APPEARANCE

over the mountain road this summer,
next year and in 1915. Trinidad fill
probably accept the invitation of the
MR. A. B. DANNER
good roads boosters of the Gate City
and hold a joint picnic some time in
for fifty cents or one dollar, the latApril or May, the suggestion being
ter size being bought by families alto hold the picnic on the top of the
ready familiar with its merits.
divide where Colorado Joins the new
Syrup Pepsin, iB mild, pleasant-tastinstate, says the Trinidad Chronicle-NewMothers give
and
Shown a clipping from the
to tiny infants, and yet it is effectit
Raton Range this morning, the secive in grownups, it is for everyone
retary of the Chamber of Commerce
who suffers from any form of stomdeclared that the suggestion of a
ach, liver or bowel trouble, constijoint picnic was a first class idea
pation, dyspepsia, biliousness, etc.
and that the matter would come tip
Its action will so delight you that you
before the commercial body at some
will forever avoid harsh cathartics,
meeting in the near future.
purgatives, pills and salts.
The people of Raton are justly
If no member of you family has
proud of the beautiful mountain
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you
road that extends from that city to
would like to make
personal trial
Trinidad. Much has been done on
of it before buying in the regular
the other side of the line to put this
way of a druggist, send your address
road in first class shape for travel
a postal will do to Dr. V. B. Caldand the boosters over there realize
well, 417 Washington St., ..lontice:io,
the asset this road will be in 1913
111., and a free sample bottle will be
when the thousands of transcontimailed you.
nental auto tourists come through on
the way to and from the
Roswell, the New Mexico Normal UniTne
expositions in California.
WOULD
CONSOLIDATE
versity at Las Ve?as, the New Mexico
joint picnic has been suggested that
Normal School at Silver City, and the
on a certain day or days the people
Normal School at
of the two counties may get together
AIL STATE SCHOOLS
cosolidated into
E!
are
is
theRito,
hereby
road.
It
and koklobo
planned
one institution to be known as the
to accomplish what was accomPUDLIC University of New Mexico, which
SUGGESTS
plished one May da- - two years ago LAUGHREN
siitution is hereby established at a
INSTITUTIONS
when a hundred or more men and
place to be designated by the legisBE GOVERNED CENTRALLY
boys with teams and shovels, etc.,
Mexico
New
the
College
and
cleaned up 30 miles of Stonewall
jlature;
road and removed rocks and had
Santa Fe, N M. Feb. 25 Charles of Agriculture ana aiecuamc aj is, iue
places. If both counties exhibit thJ J Laughren, state senator from Luna New Mexico School of Mines, and the
proper Interest the road its entire county, would combine all the vari- New Mexico Military Institute shall
institutions be maintained as departments of said
ous higher educational
length can be gone over.
In an article entitled, "Raton is into one school to be known as the university; and the three normal
Willing How About You, Trinidad?" Vniversity of New Mexico and to school shall be consolidated and
said
the Raton Range says:
be located wherever the legislature maintained as a department of
"Good droads agitation is on at saw fit, if a bill which he presented university.
The lands granted by congress for
Washington. The San Francisco and in the senate last week were to he
the purposes of said several institu- San Diego expositions are crying enacted
for the completion of at least one
JJ(j wonld nlaKe tlle normal schools, tions shall be used for said depart
by the
great national highway
Seh00l of mines, the Military In- - ments respectively, and all the lands
. ..
the
boosters
of
1915,
along
colleire. so granted for normal schools shall
spring
stitute
are
routes
several proposed
getting mere institutions of the University be used exclusively for the normal
busy ana lis up to me cuies af,n,urtine each one under a separate school department of said university.
er end of the scenic nignway w ieia ,,,rtml,nt t,t n r tho m nlace.
The legislature may establish addi
the procession. Triniaad and Raton
tional
this
departments of said university,
reason
for
proposing
"Sly
have gone too far now to miss any
not establish nor provide for
shall
but
we
change," said the senator, "is that
chance to make every inch of the 26 do not have enough attendance at the maintaining any state educational inmiles of the scenic highway an unde-- t vnrious institutions to warrant us i;. stitution at any other place than that
niable attraction to the hosts of auof said Uni- keeping them up. They aie a heavy ' designated as the location
tomobile tourists oound for the goldMexico.
New
expanse and we d- not ge: the worth versity of
en strand of the Pacific. We believe of our
The equipment, apparatus and col
money in every instance. I
that both the counties of Las Ani- ki.ow that such a meas :r- as T am ad lections of said several institutions
mas and Colfax have efficient road
vocating is not a popular one because shall be transfered to the University
commissioners who are planning ex-- the various towns wlirfra 'hese schools of New Mexico hereby established,
tensive improvement to the rocK are
located, wanted them maintained and the buildings and the lands upon
ribbon which ties the two cities to- there.
However, s lcli a course is a which the same are situate belonging
gether and in making thg following sensible one and T believe that it to the state connected with said insti
suggestion we have no desire to abro- should be
adopted for the good of the tutions, except such as may he at the
gate or abridge their duties. Would state."
place designated as the location of
it not be a good plan,, however, for The bill by Mr. Laughren is as fol- said university, are hereby donated
the two cities to hold a highway pic- - lows:
to the several counties wherein the
nic on one or two days In April and
Be It Resolved by the Legislature of same are situate, to be used for eduassist the commissioners in combing the State of New Mexico:
cational purposes.
and grooming the roadway. A friendThe legislature shall provide for the
XII of the constitution
That
Article
ly contest might be inaugurated be- of
of New Mexico be and the control and management of said unistate
the
tween the two towns a loving; cup
same is hereby amended by striking versity by a board of regents, consist
awarded the city getting out the
out sections 11, 12 and 13 relating to ing of five members to be appointed
greater amount of workers, arriving educational institutions and Inserting by the governor by and with the ad
first at the pass and doing the bet- in lieu thereof the
vice and consent of the senate, for a
following:
ter work. Judicious advertising of
term
of six years; Provided, that the
instituThe
educational
following
the event through the press would tions mentioned
XII of the first appointed shall be appointed for
Article
in
draw the travelers this way. We canconstitution of the state of New Mex-- ' terms of two, four and six years re
not forget that we are on the old
The University of New spectively.
ico,
Santa: Fe Trail we ought not to per- Mexico
The University of New Mexico
at Albuquerque, the New Mexmit others to do so?
Meico
established, the New Mexico
hereby
of
'
Collego
Agriculture and
"What do you say, Trinidad?-chanic Arts near lis Cruces. the New Afylum for Uie Deaf and Dumb at
Mexico School of Mines at Socorro, Santa Ke, and the New Mexico Asy-lm- i
for "ho Blind at Alamogordo, are
reads
The
New Mexico Military Institute at
the
Optic
Bverybody
hereby confirmed as state institu-
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NEIY WOMEN FACE SAVED FROM

of Millinery for Easter

OPERATIONS

NEW KIND OF
DANGER
THEY TEND TO DROP TO MAN'S
STANDARD, SAYS A NEW
YORK PREACHER

FEBRUARY 25, 1913.
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Irwin.
New York, Feb. 25. ' I would like
to show our American women, enthusiastic over the vision of gieatar
liberties, the special danger that lies
in this general cry for the freedom
of women," said the Rev. Mabel M.

x
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good health now.

1

jam all over the

Chanee of Life -.l
cannot praise your Vegetable Compound
too highly. Every woman should tat;
it at that time. I recommend it '.j
both old and young for female trouMrs. Emily Summersgiix,
bles."
Swarthmore, Pa.

-

Baltimore, Md. " My troubles began
with the loss of a child, and I had hemorrhages for four months. The doctors
said an operation was necessary, but I
dreaded it and decided to try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. The
medicine has made me a well woman and
1 feel strong and do
my own work."
Mrs. J. R. Picking, 1260 Sargent St.,
Baltimore, Md.
Since we guarantee that all testimonials which we publish are genuine, is it
not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.
's
Vegetable Compound has the virtue to help these women it will help any
other woman who is Buffering in a like
manner ?

Idwin, a minister of the Universalis!
church, a few days ago.
Mrs. Irwin has, just returned from
England, where she studied the new
feminist movement carefully and lectured in all the larger cities. She
was one of the first three women home and the institution of marriage,
graduates of Tufts college and has as well as to the state.
written several books on subjects re"The wisest and best of our women
lating to motherhood and woman- loaders realize this, and I am firm
hood.
in my belief that all women will come
"The question of eugenics, those in time to understand
f.nd believf
things relating to the development this and when they do the new liberand improvement of the race, we ties that we are so anxious to secure
must bear in mind, is the very soul will bless us all and posterity as
or the new woman movement," she well."
"We must not forget, in the
said.
battle for the freedom of women,
BOWEL
BEST
"CASCARETS"
that the child has the right to he
CLEANSER.
well born. Women must have their
Headache, Sour Stomach, Biliousness
freedom only that the race may be
and Bad Taste Gone By Morning.
improved and ennobled.
Furred tongue, bad taste, indiges"The common mistake that is be- tion, sallow skin and miserable heading made both in England and aches come from a torpid liver and
America, as this question of greater clogged bowels,
which cause your
freedom for women comes to the sur- stomach to become filled with undiface and the attempt to do awaj gested food, which sours and ferments
with 'the double standard of morality like garbage in a swill barrel. That's
for men and women, is almost uncon- the first step to untold misery Indisciously to drop the standard of wo- gestion, foul gases, bad breath, yellow
manhood down to the accepted stand- skin, mental fears, everything that Is
ard of men.
horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret
"For instance, in England the wo- tonight will give your constipated
men almost universally smoke with bowels a thorough cleansing and
their husbands in the home with the straighten you out by morning. They
idea of keeping them there and be- work while you sieep a 10 cent bo'i
ing comrades. Women must remem- from your druggist will keep you feelber that if the man is the 'house-ban- ing good for months. Millions of men
the woman is the hearthstone and women take a Cascaret now and
and that it must be kept clean and then to keep their stomach, liver and
and sweet as an inspiration to the bowels regulated. Don't forget the
husband and sons.
children their little lnsiaes need a
"Many women have thought that good, gentle cleansing, too. Adv.
with their new freedom, with their
hands on the tiller of state and ac$100 REWARD $100
cess to the ballot box, would come
The readers of this paper will be
the freedom to repudiate motherhood. pleased to learn that there Is at least
The cry of race suicide has echoed one dreaded disease Inthat science has
all Its stages,
been able to cure
already through the civilized nations. and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
"We are astonished to find thaf Cure is the only positive cure now
some who have joined the feminist known to the medical fraternity. Ca
removement, instead of questioning tarrh being a constitutional disease,
a constitutional treatment
the child's right to be well born are quires
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
questioning its right to be born at acting directly upon the blood and
all. It is just as natural for the true mucous surfaces of the system, therewoman to desire motherhood as it Is by destroying the foundation of the
the patient
and
giving
for the apple tree to blossom and disease,
by building up the constitustrength
bear fruit. In this new adjustment tion and assisting nature In dolnx Its
of the relations of men and women work. The proprietors have so much
that is coming with women's seeking faith in Its curative powers that they
One Hundred Dollars for any
after political influence, the empty offer that
it fails to cure. Send foi
case
It
a
cradle is simply
passing phase.
list of testimonials.
will not last.
Address P. J. CHENEY & CO., To
"What women are really crying out ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
against Is not motherhool, but the
Hall's Family Pills for constiTake
liondage that makes it impossible for
Adv.
pation.
them to give their children new nobMrs. S. S..S..,Van Buren St, Kins
ility of birth. Make women free in
on
marriage not outside of marriage, ston. N. Y. (full name furnished
decided benefit
such
had
more
nd
application)
the
license-asplendid
not
from using Foley's Honey and Tar
future of the race will be insured.
Compound that she shares her good
'
If
they fortune with others. She writes:
"Our American women,
want their coming political freedom Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
to liiRt and mean anything to them brought my voice back to me during
a severe case of bronchitis and laryn
and to the race, must remember that
pltie. Oh, how many people I have
rewith freedom nlways go greater
recommended it to." O. Q. Schaefei
sponsibilities to the hearthstone, the and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Pink-ham-

'

Why Salves Can't Cure Eczema
cur-In- sr
Sine
theory of
KKonm tbronnh tha blood linn boon
different
Kivon up liv HctontlHts, many
MIvck have been tried for skin tlioenHes.

lint it lias been found that these salves
penetrate
only clK the porea and cannot
to tlie inner skin below tli epidermis
are
lodged.
ecxema
the
perms
where
This the quality of penetrating
the tremendous
probably explains known
liquid eczema
of the well
romedv, oil of winterjrreen, thymol,
etc., us compounded In D.D.i.
I'reseription.
wtb have sold other remedies for skin
K. D. GOODALL, EAS
nuo-oe- ss
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The questions answered below are
general In character; the symptoms

I

or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice, free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, Colstreets.
lege Bldg., College-EllwooDayton, Ohio, enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given but
only initials or fictitious name will
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be filled at any
drug store Any druggist can f
order of wholesaler.

d

would have to undergo an operation,
but I began taking
Lydia E. Pinkham't

FT
The
hat is made this
year of a combination of winter and
spring fabrics over a frame of featherweight buckram. These hais, to be
worn between winter and spring, are
found to be, not only a refreshing
change, but most useful. Easter comes
early, falling on the 23d of March, and
hat has been already
the
launched to meet the demand for
Easter milljriery.
The hats portrayed here are fine exmodels. Thy
amples of
braid and vel
are made of satin-strav?ts and trimmed with compact mad
flowers or ornaments which are appropriate to either summer or winter.
The braids are in strong, rich colors
and usually match the velvet used
demi-seaso-

deml-seaso-

n

demi-sesaso- n

with them or are a shade or so lighter.
They are highly lustrous. Sometimes
braid and velvet in contrasting colors
are used together, but they must be
carefully chosen.
Very little decorating is the rule on
hats of this character. Shapes are
small or medium in size. These hats
serve their purpose until the weather
is established and spring has really
arrived. Their usefulness lasts beyond this more or less extended pe
riod as 'they will be called upon for
many a cool day in summer and for
occasions where the airy millinery designed for the coming summer must
be replaced by something more substantial.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.

a year but

been writing for about
haven't met her yet.

c7r

W. B.

There are no rules regarding questions for our department, save that
they be of interest to others and have
a bearing upon the topics discussed.
Seems to me a pair of gloves or a
fine handkerchiefs, or a
box of monogramed stationery, would
be appropriate gifts for the friend
you have never seen.
half-doze- n

Jtifertamtfjertfj

Reply to "Two American Beauties."
You two chums are very kind to
like what I say in the department,
but I have some pretty strong advice
to give you and that is be more careful of your conduct on the street Do
not notice men whom you do not
know. If you do you lay yourselves
The Proper Present to Give.
liable to very unpleasant remarks
Is it proper for a lady to accept a
When you have men callers, be as
Christas
a
from
a
man,
young
ring
as possible, play cards or
mas gift? I enjoy your department agreeableif
you like and have little
games
C.
I. O.
very much.
chafing dish suppers or some kind ol

light refreshments. Pretty girls are
often stared at, but do not notice It.
The shy girl wins out in the end, for
when It comes to marrying, a man
wants a woman for his wife who has
not been talked about by other men
meant for an engagement ring. There and who has held herself
in reserve.
are so many other things to give and The
to become acquainted
way
only
a ring is a token reserved as a love is to be
properly introduced.
offering from the man to the girl
wife.
whom he expects to make his
Reply to "George A."
Break your engagement with the
Perfectly Correct Dress.
girl with whom you have been going
Will you please tell me if It would for six years, for It would be a sin
be all right to wear a white net to marry her when you love some on6
dress, short sleeves and low neck to else, but I must say I think you have
a dance this month, or Is it too cold? committed an almost unpardonable
Or would a heavier dress be better. I crime to go with one girl for six
am fifteen. How should I wear my years, take her time and love and
hair? You have often helped me, so then at the last throw her over for a
please do so again. Thanking you girl who has recently come into youi
DORA B.
life.
again and again.
I do not believe in long engageA net dress is perfectly proper to ments, for this very reason; no man
wear to a party In cold weather, for has a right to bind a girl for such a
climate Is Ignored when It comes to length of time; if he is not ready to
dances, so bundle up warm In outside marry, he should wait. Now be a
man and tell your faithful friend that
wraps and wear your thin frocks.
Wear your hair as most becoming, you have made a mistake, and do not
I should say either in Madonna ask the "other girl" until you are
braids or a soft pompadour with a sure of yourself and ready for her to
ribbon bow at nape of neck.
set the day when you ask her.
I am glad you like the department
but am afraid you will not like my
I do not
answer to your question.
think a ring should be given by a
young man for a gift unless it is

From "A Constant Reader."
Am

a constant reader of your

sec-

To an "Unhappy Girl."
Seems to me this "Unhappy Girl"
is having a rather hard time. I certainly do think that a thirteen-year-olgirl Is too young to go with any
one. let alone a man who Is twenty-threMidnight Is too late for a
caller to remain, and no girl should
walk "a ways" with him on Ills going
home. Stop all this at once. I am
glad you came to mo if you have no
mother or older person to consult,
but I am nlways afraid my answers
may be too late to help. Questions
to be answered at once should hi-

Is It
tion and enjoy it exceedingly.
proper for a young lady to allow herself to be seen by gentlemen when
attired In a kimona? I have answered
the doorbell in my kimona when It
has been unexpected gentlemen callers, or have been In the same room
as they were ushered In. I always
feel greatly embarrassed and leave
the room Immediately and dress. Is
!t wrong or proper? My girl friends
say I am silly. They don't see the
difference between a dress or kimona.
des
Is my writing bad?
"BLUE EYES."

If you are constantly caught with
your kimona on, you are perfectly
right In excusing yourself and putting on the proper attire. Of course
If you are 111 you hav;e an excuse,
otherwise It Is cot good form to wear
a kimona when callers are present
and you have reason to feel embarrassed, for men do not usually call
at times when they do not expect a
girl to be properly dresBed to receive
them.

d

a stamped,

en-

d

velope to me In care of the paper,
for an Immediate reply.

Alice Baker's Reply.
My dear, I do not know of any way
to enlarge your face. If Nature did
not provide you with a face in proportion to your body I fear you will
to endure it as one of your
ha
crtrtses. Fluff your hair out on the
sides and that will make your face

appear larger.

'

MADAME MERRI.

troubles but non that ws can recomNewest Cushion,
mend as hiuhly as this for we know that
For a Birthday Gift.
D.D.D. stops the Itch at once. We can
The cushion of the moment is un25
cents
I don't see any rules "for asking doubtedly the new round
(rive you a trial size bottle for
shape, which
that will be enough to prove It
Of course all other druggists have you questions In the column, and I Is made of ruffled silk or satin and is
D.D.D. Prescription to to them it you believe you will answer them.
I sure big, soft and light as a feather. There
can't come to us but don't aooept ome njoy
reading that section of the are fine muslin covers designed for
bii? profit substitute,.
Put If yon come to our store, we are paper. Will you kindly tell me what these as well as for the ordinary
no certain of what D.D.IX will do for you would be most
appropriate to send a square-shapeon
cushion, which is In
that we offer you a full size bottle
this guarantee: Tf yon do not fi nd that girl friend for a birthday remem- France also recognized as the most
It takes away the Itch AT ONCE, it brance. She is1 over twenty, We have comfortable form
of night pillow.
costs you not a cent.
T LAS . VEGAS, N. M.
d

last-name- d

HIGH MEDICAL
AUTHORITY
"The Journal," the official oornn of
the American Medical Association, the
organization of physicians of the United
Stales, in a recent article lists a number
of things the family medicine chest
ishould nlways contain to be used in
emergencies before a physician can
arrive. Ona of the most important in
the li Is a good whiskey.
The great VHlue of a good whiskey In
emergencies has always been recognized
by the medical profession. The stimulation afforded h$ whiskey Ivm many an.l
many a time been the means of savinir
lifo.
In cases of accident, shock, or
acuta Illness it may mean life or death
whether or not you nave it on hand.
But the whiskey you use should be
good and pure.
Duffy's Tare Malt
Whiskey is made for the home, the
mid the Biek room. It Is aolely ft
It Is made, from
medicinal whiskey.
delected grain mid Hie distilling process
Is carried so fur that it exceeds In purity
the requirements of the United States
Pharmacopoeia. It is the best whiskey for
you to have in the house, because it is
for medicinal purposes.
Be sure to get Duffy's. Sold in scaled
bottles only by drugarists, grocers and
dealers at 11.00 a bottle. Write our
doctors for free advice and a free illustrated medical booklet. The Duffy Malt
Whiskey Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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LEADERS IN HOUSE AND SENATE
BEGIN FINAL WEEK AS
LEGISLATORS.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 25. Many
noted lealers of the senate and house
today entered upon the final week of
(heir congressional careers. When
the Sixty-thircongress assembles
in extraordinary session a few weeks
hence there will be much about It
strange to those who have long been
familiar with the personnel of past
congresses.
In the house the most conspicuous
thing will be the absence of "Uncle
Joe" Connon, It is more than 40
years since Mr. Cannon was first
elected a member of the house, and
he) has occupied a seat in that body
ever since, except during the term
1891-3- .
He has served as a member
of the house longer than any other
man that has ever occupied a seat
there, and his service as speaker exceeded that of any other man except
Henry Clay.
But Mr. Cannon will not be the on'ty
member of the house who will be
missed after March 4. Lalzell of
Pennsylvania and McCall of Massachusetts, who for years have been
shapers of republican tariff policy,
will be amongj the missing when
Speaker Clark raps the Sixty-thir- d
congress to order. The fdal wave
in Illinois wrought notable changes.
Among the members of the Prairie
state delegation left out in the cold
are George E. Hess, George W.
Prince, William A. Rodenberg and
William B. McKlnley, the
widely known as the chairman of the
republican congressional campaign
committee.
Other; well known members of the
house who will be relegated to private life one week hence are Nicholas Longworth of Ohio, James C.
Needham of California, Ebenezer Hill
of Connecticut, Edgar D. Crumpacker
of Indiana, George p. Lawrence and
Butler Ames of Massachusetts, Martin W. Littleton, of New York, Victor
Berger of Wisconsin, who has been
the lone representative of the social
ist party in congress; William B.
Wilson of Pennsylvania, chairman of
the committee on labor, and Arsene
Pujo of Louisville, chaser of the
"money devil," chairman of the com
mittee on banking and currency.
In the senate the changes will be
marked by reason of the character
of the men who are to retire and of
the marked contrast in some instances between them and the men
who will take their places. The republicans In the senate have suffered
very serious losses, while the democrats have made a distinct gain in
capable and energetic young men
who will come over to the north end
of the capitol from the house of representatives.
Cullom of Illinois land Crane of
Massachusetts will be the most conspicuous absentees from the senate
when the curtain rises on tho extra
session. Cullom was defeated in the
primaries and Crane declined' to be a
candidate for
Bailey of
Texas has already withdrawn and
Wetmore of Rhode Island, Guggen-hiBurnham of New
of Colorado,
Hampshire, Briggs of New Jersey,
of Nebraska, Gardner of
Brown
Maine, Paynter of Kentucky, Curtis
of Kansas, Richardson of Delaware
and Bourne of Oregon wfil step out
at the end of the present congress.
In the new congress democratic
senators will succeed republicans as
chairmen of all the important com- -
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The great thing now is the proper
" For fift -r
Swarthmore, Penm
of the years I suffered untold
teaching of the instructors
agony, and ii.t
one period of neat.
youth of the country the parents.
two years I badhorr-orrhageMere physiology is not. enough. Some
and t
more
The
is
dignity
necessary
thing
told mc
and sanctity of mariage must be
We must appeal to our children for
the welfare of the future race. We
shall find that a child is quick to
that the future may he brighter
and sweeter.
Women, delighted with the prospect
of greater freedom, must rememher
means greater responsibthat free.'"-.ilities In mothering sons and daughters who are to inherit the freedom
that they have won and are handing
down to them. Without this understanding the new women's movement
is meaningless. The Rev. Mabel M.

MANY OLD TIMERS

(

Two Women Tell How
They
Escaped theSurgeon's Knife
by Taking Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's

taught

I

well-stocke- d

v

"Gertrude" writes: "Can you pre
scribe a remedy for catarrh. I suffer
constantly with headache and pain
across my eyes. My breath Is very
bad which annoys me greatly."
Answer: For catarrh and bad
breath I always recommend the use of
antiseptic Vilane powder. Ask your
druggist for an original 2 oz. package
of antiseptic Vilane powder. Make a
catarrh balm by mixing a level
of the powder with one ounce
of vaseline, or lard will do just as
well, and use a far up as possible in
the nostrils several times a day. Then
take a pint of warm water and one-hateasiwonful of the powder and use as
a snuff from the palm of the hand. If
these directions are followed you will
soon be cured of this dreadful disease.

The tightest cough can

Answer:

be loosened in one hour by uMng the

following: Get from your druggist a
"Vst
oz. package of essence mentho-laxen- e
and make according to directions on the bottle. This will break
up any cold and loosen thje tightest
cough and soon cure by its laxative
tonic action.

"If you can
wyll cure my
stomach trouble and constitpation,
please do so. My breath is bad and
I am irritable and cannot sleep. '
Answer: You can be very eas'ly
cured of your troubles by taking tablets triopeptine. This is the most
scientific and satisfactory treatment
for the stomach and if taken according to directions cu will soon be
able to eat a rearty meal and not
"Maud" writes: "Can anything be
have any distress after.wards. Your
done for an Itchijig scalp. My sca'ip
whole system will be put in a fine
Is covered with dandruff and I am
condition.
in great distress."
9mm
Answer: You can very easily be
"John" says: "What can I do to
cured of an itching scalp, also dandgain an appetite? I do no., est and
ruff if you will get a 4 oz. jar of am
getting thin and weak. Please
plain yellow minyol and use accord- advise a remedy.'
ing to directions given on the jar.
The best tonic that I know of IB
Two or three applications have been
made
by mixing 5 ozs. of syrup of
known to cure. Try It fairly and
hypophosphites
comp and 1 oz. tincuse
to
will
advocate its
you
your ture
cadomene conv
Mix by shakfriends.
ing well in a bottle and take a
Mm
before each meal. You will
"Ellen K." writes:
"I am not
soon gain fleBh and your appetite
fleshy enough. I should weigh 20 will return.
pounds more. I am ashamed of my
thinness and wish ta become plump
Mrs. W. C. asks: "Is It safe to
and attractive. Can you help me?"
reduce one's weight when it Is exAnswer Yes, I can help you "Ellen cessive?
I have often wantd1 to
K." and many others in the same take
something but have been afraid'
plight A thorough course of treat it might do more harm than good."
e
ment with three grain
Answer: Some remed'es might
tablets will gradually give you more j not be
safe, but I prescribe one which
red and white blood corpuscles adding is both safe and effective. Ask
any
to your weight, health and color, giv
for
pharmacy
ing you pink cheeks, red lips and arbolene tablets, packed in, sealed
sparkling eyes. These tablets are tuljes, with full directions for nome
packed in sealed f artons with direc rise. They will usually reduce at the
tions. Do not expect results; too rate of a
pound a day.
quickly. It 'akes time to change the
cells and tissues of the body, but you
"Geraldine" writes.
I am troubled
can depend on gaining weight if you a
great deal with heaiache, dizzy
are persistent.
spells, dark spots before1 my eyes,
twinges of rheumatism - Can .1 tie.
'TJ. E. F." writes:
"If you know helped at lall "
.
of anything that I could take to cure
Answer: You can not only be
my rheumatism, ptease teh me as 1
"helped" but you can be "cured" or
suffer all the time Am getting worse all the troubles
you mention. You
all the time."
ul

"Henry" writes:

that

lf

ul

hypo-nuclan-

well-stocke- d

njeed

three

-

7an

sulphefrt)

tablets

Answer: Take the following and
you will soon be cured of your rhexir
matism. This is the best remedy
that I have ever known for this trouble. Iodide of potassium, 2 drams;
sodium salicylate, 4 drams; wine of
l,
colchicum,
oz.; comp. essence
1 oz.; comp. fluid balmwort, 1
oz. and syrup sarsaparilla comp. 5
ozs. Mix by shaking wll and take
on,e teaspoonful at mea'i times and
again at bed time.

(not sulphur) which are packed in
sealed tubes and contain full direc
tions for use. They are made of sul
phur, cream of tartar and herb medicines. If these are taken regularly
they purify the blood, stimulate the
liver and bowels into healthy action
and win gradually effect a cure.

mlttees of the senate.

ious for new men to make their
mark, and senators like Hose Smith
of Georgia, Morris' Sheppard of Texas, John W. Kern of Indiana, Luke
Lea of Tennessee, James O. O'Gor- man of New York, Joe T. Robinson
of Arkansas and a few others are
bound to attract the notice of the
country' in the next few years.

car-dio-

"Mother" Bedwetting! in children
is usually a disease which can be
cured by the use of the following:
Tincture cubebs 1 dram;
tincture
"Helen" writes:
"Can you give rhus aromatic 2 drams; comp. fluid!
me a reliable remedy for coughs and balwort 1 oz. Mix and give the child
colds? My cough Is so- tigh that I 10 to 15 drops in water one hour be
am a'rald of pneumonia.
fore each meal.
The prestige

of the democratic party and the fate

of the Wilson administration will
turn largely on the use the democratic senators make of tholr new
Whatever else may ''result,
power.
it is certain that the retirement of
so many of the old leaders will have
the effect of bringing to the front a
number of senators who have hereto- fore been kept In the background,
principally because they were on the
minority side.
Senator Martin of Virginia prob
ably will continue to be the recog
nized leader of the upper house. But
other
like Bacon of Creor- gJa, Stono of Missouri and Simmons
of North Carolina will certainly be
found close to the head of the demo
cratic council board. If he so do- sired Tillman of South Carolina undoubtedly could have the chairmanship of any important committee he
might select, but the health of the
South Carolina senator Is extremely
de'lloate, and his friends beileve he
hardly would dare ftttempt the grilling work incident to the chairmanship of one of the big committees.
Conditions never were more propit

THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for Fevar-ishnesHeadache, Bad. Stomach,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and Destroy Worms
They break up colds In 24 hours.
They are so pleasant to the taste
Children like them. Over 10,000 testimonials. Used by mothers for 22
years. They never fall. Sold by nil
druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FREK.
Address Allen S. Olmsted, LoRoy,

s,

N. Y.

There Is no better medicine mn.da
for colds than Chamberlain's Cotur'a
reIt acts on nature's
Remedy.
lieves the lungs, opens the secretions,

pli.

aids expectoration; and restores the
system to a healthy condition. For
sale by all dealers, Adv.
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were about 10 per
cent ahead of a year ago. Our foreign commerce continues upon a
Well-Lighte- d
ESTABLISHED
heavy scale. Merchants In the west
are anticipating a normal season.
Publised By
Shelves generally are bare of merchandise in nearly all parts of the
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated)
country; merchants and manufacturis
ers alike having pursued a hand to
yourself and see if you do not unconsciously patronize the store
not realize now
EDITOP
M. M. PADGETT
attractive.
most
mouth policy for months past. Tariff
Why
your neighbor
brightest
uncertainties have had much to do
brilliant,
about
same
as you
the
establishment
inviting
'
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(Continued From Page One)
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because
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ed. Business, however, is hot likely movement of troops toward Galves
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your stock appear to the best possible advantage. And yet, Tungsten
this morning
His reports
New York, Feb. 25 We have had to resume its customary activity un- ton.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmls-- i
ELctric Fixtures are most economical. You really should find out today
issue is settled showed that the movement was go
another wee of hesitation. Nothing til that
o i through the United States mail
to
be ing forward without mishap.
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to protect Americans against alleged as well as the speculative industrials.
over the Incoming administration. dication that an excessive supply of sued at, San Antonio, Tex.
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Matamoras, according to Ameri- came largely from the retirement of Southern Pacific
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Pacific
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cans
today,
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United States. ' it is ono thing, how- - usual for resumption of activity next A. Russell at 9 o'clock today. Gen- the alleged trouble. The troops Southern Pacific crossing par. Bonds United States Steel, pfd
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thusiastic meeting in Santa Fe early ries. He has had no
practical exper- easy rates during the remaining in- making hasty preparations to depart sary. Captain Head immediately
this month:
Colquitt.
national
though it terval. Owingj to weakness in for- with the troops. Ample cars are wired this to Governor
in
ience
affairs,
at reWe believe in the GREATER Com- is to his credit that he
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economic questions,of the day.
Eleventh infantry left D, signal corps,
We believe In the fertility of New sound and disinterested thinkers will has been a somewhat easier tenden- troops of the
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first
today,
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Fort Russell. The fourth and last
Mexico's soil and Its ability to sup-.mFollowing the
agree with him upon tho necessity of cy in the money market because of section will leave at 2 o'clock. here for mobilization.
thousands of other farmers In
trainloads of soldiers
arresting; monopoly and getting back the practical cessation of the Balbeen received sienal corns,
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by the hospital corps and ambulances
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We believe
Laredo, Tex., Feb. 25 The
violently, any more than the "Twen- made cood and which will involve
force here received orders
supply of New Mexico's coal as a po- tieth , Century Limited" could be more or less financial pressure, parRanger
Frisco Troops Inspected.
tential creator of power for manufac stopped within the length of a city ticularly in Austria and Germany,
to proceed to Browns
this
morning
San
Francisco, Calif., Feb. 25
turers.
One troop of the Four
Texas.
ville.
block without disastrous results. The for some time to come. Germany,
2,300 fighting men
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We believe In the value of publicity and under his administration effect commercial activities.
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PERSONALS

AnE CHAMPIONS

la the Albuquerque Morning Journal o louay it was slated tbat the
aiuuueique uusiiifcbB college girls'

j

team now nau ciuiui

ciiampioushxp,.

P. H. Hicks of Salt Lake City was
in the city today,
H. Crail of Ribera was in the city
today on business.
S. E. Sounders of Albuauerque Is ln
the city today on business.
A. Kronlg of Watrous came in last
Bight on a short business trip.
was a
Murray Carlton of Watrou
business visitor in the city today.
a
H. V. Kelly left last night on
to
Albuquerque.
business
trip
short
of
R. E. Alldrege and f. W. Mills
in the city
visitors
were
Springer

liie suite

10

ats

I

ABLE

it defeated

"

-

on iNtvv .iiexlco.

iotn tne boys' and girls' teams returned out well satiBlieu witn uieir
trips and the showing made. The
Normal boys won six out "of eight
games played and established a good
record tor themselves. While In El
Paso the boys saw all tb.3 sigiits and,
it is said, went over to .iexlco trying
to enlist with one of the armies ol
that countiy. Later they changed'
their minds: and satisfied themselves
with seeing a bullfight In Albuquerque 'the boys issued a challenge to
the University of New Mexico for a
return game or agreed to play the
game while in Albuquerque. The varsity boys, however, are satisfied with
their record and would not play the
The Normal boys think the
game.
university s afraid to play them for
the state championship.
NEW AVIATION RECORD
London, Feb. 25. A new record ol
three hours and five minutes for a
was
flight from Paris to London
made by the French aviator. Marcel
O. Brindejone des Moulinais.

The aviator started in his mono- ,,
0.cock tUa mornin2
Pari8j anded at Calais at 10:5(1
rcsumP1 his flight at noon and
soendc(1 in London at 1:30, crossing
h j Channel in a fog.
prison.
J. M. Kurn, superintendent of the. ,fhe distauce between Paris and
western lines of the Santa Fe Railway , olldon ls 2S7 inijes. During his acafter-- ,
tual flight tjme of 185 minutes tne
company, passed through this
v,
noon in MS private car
French, airman maintained a speed of
94 miles an hour.
way to La Junta, his headquarters.
L. T. King, Insurance agent for the
' Knights of Pythias, was In Las VeCHIEF IS SUSPENDED.
for
Cleveland, O., Feb. 25. At his own
gas today and will leave tonight
Roswell on a short business trip. He request, to save the mayor embarwill return to this place the latter, rassment, Cleveland's "golden rule"
is here chief of
'police, Fred Koehler, today
part of this week. Mr. King
for the purpose of increasing the, was suspended my Mayor Newton D.
membership of the locai lodge of, Baker. It ls understood that he was
first given an opportunity toe resign.
Knights of Pythias.
F. C. Fox, general manager of the The specific charges filed with the
western lines of the Santa Fe Rail- civil service commission ere that ne
here was guilty of conduct unbecoming an
way company t passed through
Mr. officer and of gross immorality. Koehtrain.
on
a
special
tbis morning
Fox was in the city about two hours ler denied all the allegation against
this morning looking over the Santa him.
Referring to one allegation of the
Fe Railway company interests and the
city. Mr. Fox is well known here, charges, that connects him with a dihaving formerly been superintendent vorce decree granted a man here,
ol' the New Mexico division. He left Koehler assured the mayor that he
this morning at 10 o'clock for Trini- could prove his innocence, saying:
"When the good name of a womai.
dad.
is attacked there w only one thing
a man can do and that is to fight."
MILLER WAS RICH
Preliminary hearing was set lor
Oakland, Calif., Feb. 25. Joaquin.
Miller, the "Poet of the Sjeras," who March 15.
died here a week ago last Saturday,
APPEAL IN GOMPERS CASE.
left no will. His widow filed appliWashington, D. C, Feb 25 In the
cation today for letters of administration. She fixes his personal prop- District of Columbia court of appeals
erty at $1,000 and the real property arguments were begun today on tne
"in excess of $10,000." Miller's estate appeal of Samuel Gompers, John
in the Piedmont foothills has been Mitchell and Frarik Morrison, the
valued at $75,000. In additiou he American? , Federation of Labor officials who are under jail sentences
leaves copyrights on his works.
for contempt; f, eourt in connection
with - the famous Buck Stove and
PERUVIAN CABINET RESIGNS
Lima, Peru, Feb. 25 The Peruvian Range company, case. It is expected
cabinet under the premership of Gen- the argument will occupy two days.
Judge Alton' B. Parker of New York
eral Varela, resigned office to$ay.
and .Jackson H. Ralston of this city
appeared In! behalf of the convicted
--

--

--

labor' Readers.
Ml

TOMORROW
at the Y. M. C. A.

'

!
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BRINGS NEW COLONISTS
25. The
Now j York,
Right
Rev. (Vlctor Dayjytcar general of the
4. V
Business men's class 5 to 6:30 Cathdiijc dioceseot Helena, Montana,
I'clock.
arlved";here today on the steamship
Junior minstrel rehearsa. 4 to 5 Vaderja'nd, bringing with him 70 colonists! from Holland and Belgium,
o'c'iock.
5
Senior minstrel rehearsal 8 to 9 who fll go to Montana. The men
'
of tins' party are all 'practical farmers.
o'clock. 1
.

!

'

The Official

Tests sfiow Dr. Price's

Dakiitg Powder to be mosl
efficient in strength, ol; hlgbcst
purity and IiealiMcIaess
1 hi.

ksx

IS VOLOAST NOT

n

the Normal, University girls last
to ia. Pro"loflt iy uie bcoie 01
fessor 3, C. Baker today notified The
upuc mat lixis statement was not
correct, as the two teams had agreed
that the team making the highest
score in the two games played
should be- the claimant to the championship, 'ine local girls have the
highest score ana are now champions

lor
Margarito Romero left today
his El Porvenir resort with a party
of visitors.
Clo-vi- s
H. Christenberg came in from
business
last night on a short
visit to the city.
Miss E. Mynott, traveling saleswoman for a well known candy house
ln Bait Lake City, was here today on
business.
Superintendent F. L. Myers leit
this morning on the Fox special for
R.
Trinidad, in company with M.
Williams.
P. A Sena, a well known merchant
on
of Rowe, was in the city today
business. He returned to that place
this afternoon.
and
Mr. and Mrs. VV. H. Stark
from
daughter came in last night
Denver. Mr. Stark is the new secretary of the Commercial club.
Rev. Samuel Magill, Presbyterian
minister at Raton, came in from that
a sort visit
place this afternoon for
Skinner.
Norman
with Rev.
En-- ;
Deputy United States Marshal
for
afternoon
rique Sena left this
bera where he will take charge of a
and remove him to the state

ij
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"BLUE SHY" BILL IS
PASSED

BY

HOUSE

governor Mcdonald gives no
intimation
regarding

fate of salary act

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 2a. Representative Toombs'
sky" law,
a drastic act for the regulation and
supervision of stock investment corporations, passed the house today by
the close vote of 24 to 21. The act,
which is modelled after the Kansas
law on the subject, requires companies of all kinds, before offering their
stock or bonds for sa'e to submit'
to the corporation commission their
s
incorporation papers,
and a
statement of their assets and resources. Companies which fail to
secure the approval of the commission are prohibited from selling their
securities within the state.
The passage of the bill was accomplished only after a sharp fight
which occupied over half of the time
of the session. Mr. Burg led the fight
on the bill and was ably seconded by
Messrs. Rogers and B'ianchard. The
bill was championed by its author,
Mr. Toombs, and by Representatives
Llewellyn, Tully and Evans. An
amendment offetea by Mr. Cooney,
which makes the law Inapplicable to
mining and oil corporations, was
(adopted by

the

vote of 22

to

19.

That the attorney general is entitled to three assistants was the
verdict of the house of representatives today. Yesterday the house
passed a bill providing for the authorization of the expenses of the attorney general's office and limited
the numbers of assistants to two. Today, on motion of Speaker Baca, the
bill was reconsidered, the number of
assistants increased to three and the
bill again passed with only five vo'es
in the negative.
The extra work required of 'the attorney general's office in the proposed revision of the laws was given
as the reason for the increased number of assistants. The assistant
general are to receive $2,000
a year. A number of Important bills
are scheduled to come up today,
among them Representative Chris-man'- s
bill providing for county option on the liquor traffic, and also
the act to prohibit prize fighting and
boxing contests. No word has come
from the governor's office with reference to the salary bill and Governor
McDonald refuses to1 give any intimation as to whether or not he Intends
to veto the bill.
Action, on the bill abollshlug- the
mounted po'iice was again deferred ,in
the senate, today. , This bill,, together
with the district attorney salary
bin,,, the Johnson grass bill and .the
fence fact, will come up as. a special
order on Thursday afternoon. The
senate was In session for only a few
minutes this 'afternoon, A number of
bills were Introduced and announcement made of the passage of several
bills in the house.
-
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BACK?

DEPOSIT YOUR iliONEY IN

CLAUDE JOHNSON OF THE KANSAS CITY STAR, SAYS HE
LACKS HIS OLD SNAP.

The Peoples Trust & Savings Bank

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 23. Fistic
experts are worrying ac to whetner
Ad Wolgast did or not make the
"comeback" trip successfully.
The
former champion certainly weathered
a very uncomfortable storm took
punishment as cheerfully as he ever
did in 'his life, but in the opinion of
the writer Ad failed to 6how his erstwhile speed the snap to his punches
that put him at the top of his class
in that memorable battle with Battling Nelson. What Wolgast lacked
in walloping ability xn bis battle with
Tommy Murphy Saturday he more
than made up lor by his desperation.
Wolgast did not fight a determined
battle, it was a desperate battle. He
lost bo much ground in the first ten
rounds that he was forced to give
up hisset line of battle, throw caution to the wind and slug at random.
However, Wolgast has never been
known as a cautious fighter, but
times in the past he has been known
to cover up when going in to the turbulent gjiing.
Saturday Wolgast
made no pretense of covering up. His
one idea after losing the early ground
was to score a knocKom. It was his
only chance to win.

Pay your bills by check, it will save you money and put system
into your affairs and life. Try it.

Few champions in the history of
the ring have lost their titles and regained them. When a man is whipped down in this cruel game of fisticuffs he usually stays down and the
harder he tries to regain a firm footing on the pugilistic ladder, the farther he slides down. Wolgast hat
his day like Bnttling Nelson and a
host of others. He reaped the golden harvest until Willie Ritchie, the
chi'id of destiny, came
along and
slammed him Into oblivion. Wolgast
may get another crack at the crown,
but before he can meet Ritchie again
he must first convince the public
that he is Tommy Murphy's master
and if he hands out the convincer
there ls before him Jose Rivers, a
Gibraltar in the lightweight ranks.
Wolgast, the desperate Adolph, has
a chance, but it is B' long one. The
field is thick with promising lightweights and two tough ones at
least must be mowed down before he
can again enter the championship
arena. In the meantime Willie
Ritchie can rest on his laurels and
allow the Wolgosts, the Murphys and
the Rlverses to figure in the eliminations. Lucky Willie Ritchie.
The writer has ' never figured
"Knockout" Brown seriously as a
contender for lightweight honors, but
he did believe that "Kayo" was rugged enough to withstand the assaults
of Mexican Rivers for fifteen or more
rounds. In fact, Brown's chief asset
was his toughness. In all of his
previous battles he had never been
knocked down and he had tackled
the best In the business. Including
Wolgast He had never shown any
cleverness or anything else but a
willing wallop and much toughness.
With Rivers he showed only determination. Now Brown la through and
Rivers wl'il go up. Probably the next
battle for Jose will be with Wolgast.
If he wades t..rough the former
champion, and he probably will,
Ritchie will be next In line. This
will bring together two Callfornlans
ln battle for the title. It also will
bring together Jimmy Coffroth and
"Uncle Tom" MoCarey In a battle to
see who will iand this prize.

Tuberculosis Remedy
based on Rlcdiciae
To siiy th;t n si'ivifto rxlsts for On i'iit
( oiisuinpiinn
is itrli;ipH tun stroiic a
KttMii.K, t,nt I,' K 'kmiiu's Alternliv we
n ttuHllriiie i lull: lui
hrai the inriius
of mivluK' immy a !:"( to jimis of iisyful-iicns- ,
.. iinu
In
a
iim;iilinill.v horn-tilininrKo liuinliiT of i '(iiisuiiiptivi's.
- i: uttllHoil with a
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tvyliilnly
IliK ilisonse slmulil lip ol) fed niih
li '
.
noiuc, noiirtsiiiiiK food, tint
"iNo n lijrKtlrv I'irei
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for ninny, i
prmlnocr of litM.i'iiMipss for nome.
i
m pt ive
Any dlot Hint kiips
ii'.u
noni'lslHMl (s tin riudt one, hut wlinl I
Koine to Improve i.'io pnilontH Kokino
AKcrnllvo ho Iii'hukIiI nlimit full recovery
In niiiny raws of '"""nnipilon. Let those
or k one:
Kponk who know.
Snvnni.mli fl-Iloiiioster, N. Y.
it
:
"Cent loinen ln Juno a. 1!kit. I whs
oper,it,.,l ipon for Tiilioroiiliir peritonitis
at SI. Mm1?' Hospital, Koolioater, N. V.
After the ppornlfun ".v physician save me
np aa hopeless. I wan then nrued bv a
Alterative, which
priest
t.j lake
1
iliil. My woltflit at the time Has 72 Mis.
t lieitun to Improve and Weadilv trained
in heoltli and utrenKlli. t now noUrh l'J.
pouii.lK. ami am ahsolntely well. Hcllevliii!
I
owe i( to myself and Others, 1 make
tlil. statement."
.Sworn AtllilavlH . EDNA FINZKK
kman's Alterative is effective In liron-fhitiAsthma, Hay 1'Vver; Throat nml
I.miR Troubles, and in oplmildlnu the
t ysiem. Does not contain poisons, opiates
drnes. Ask for booklet
rr
tt'llinir of recoveries, ntid write to 15, kmnn
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale bj all leading rtrugeisti
F.. G. Murpbey end Central Drug
of

25. Senator
Feb.
Washington,
Crawford's bill to restrict Issue of
Injunctions to suspend state laws
and orders to state administration
boards was passed today by the senate and now goes to the house. It
proposes that all applications for
such injunctions be passed upon by
a commission of three judges, one a
justice of the supreme court or a circuit court. Temporary re straining
orders could be issued when It was
shown that irreparable loss would reCompany.
sult to the complainant.

'"!

OFFICERS

JOHN AV, IIAKKIS, Presideut
Geo H. lluuker A'ice President
Cleofe Keniero, Vice President
Cecilio KoMen wald, Secretary
Io AV. Lively Ass't. Secretary
BOARD OF JLHliECTORS
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor. Clemente Padiila. Jo-b- e
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix
Esquibel, J.
E. Brown. Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker.

CARDINAL

RECEIVES

CALLERS.

Baltimore, Md., Feb. 25. Cardinal
Gibbons received the suffragist army
of the Hudson In. audience today and
was presented wtih a, "Votes for
Women" flag by "General"' Rosalie
Jones, who also expressed the hope
that the cardinal would join them ln
their fight for woman's rtrjhtb.
The cardinal accepted the banner,
but declined to. commit himself as
to the cause Ms callers advocate 1.
He assured them that he felt honored by their visit and hoped they
would not find the hearts of the legislators as hard as the ground tiny
had trodden on or the stones they
had stumbled over on their long
journey. He shook hands with each
of the hikers ai.a gave them his
blessing upon their departure.
After a call upon Acting Maor
Hubert at the city hall, to whom
"Genera'x" Jones delivered a letter of
greeting from the mayor of Wilmington, Del., the army was entertained
at luncheon v the Som of Jove, an
electrical engineers" organization.
WILL BUILD SILOS

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

OVERLAfJD H0DffL

y

59T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
showynu.

Las Vegas AuloniBliile

&

Phjne Main 344.

RATE

machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Props

DISCRIMINATIONS.-Atlanta- ,

For a sprain you will find Chamber.
The claim Iain's Liniment excellent It allays
of Atlanta newspapers that the rail- the pain, removes the soreness, and
soon restore the parts to a healthy
ways and steamship lines have dis
condition.- - 25 and 50 cent bottles for
'
criminated against this city in the sale
by all dealers. Adv.
matter of rates on print paper will
be heard tomorrow by Judson C,
"Our college won,"
Clements of the Interstate Commerce
"They did? Rah! rah! rah! What
commission. The newspapers also did they win?"
claim damages aggregating f25,000
"The debate."
The farmers are anxious to build
for alleged overcharges.
v!
"Oh,
pshaw."
can
increase
silos, knowing that they
the value of their farms and the value
MADE MONEY IN HOGS "
She Do you believe a man knows
of their products by so doing. Many
Greensville, Sex., Feb. 25. A move- when he is in lore?
of the farmers cannot afford the iniment to interest more' farmers in
He Yes, and he doesn't know anytial expense, it is stated, and will
Texas
In
was
else.
hog)
initiated
thing
raising
ask Las Vegans to help them finance
at the annual meeting of the
the project. The matter likely will today
Texas Swine Breeders' association,
Willie Paw, what is domestic scibe brought up at a meeting of the
which is holding a two days session ence?
Commercial club in the near future."
In this city. Estimates showing
Paw Paying 1912 prices for things
in swine raising than in out of a 1906 salary, my son.
IN
EUROPE
PEACE
cotton culture were read and ordered
Vienna, Austria, Feb. 25. A reaspublished.- "I understand that in Chicago they
suring statement on the European
suspend the speed limit regulation
situation was made today by the Aus
MRS. SCOTT INFORMED.
where physicians are the offenders."
trian premier, Count Carl S. Teuer-geh-,
Feb. 25. Dr. Bruce, a
"No! That's wrong. The Chicago
London,
to a deputation of members of
(toother of Lady Robert F. Scotfi, police are very strict They dont
the Austrian parliament He said:
widow of the Antarctic explorer, re- make speed exceptions for anybody
"There Is good ground for the hope
ceived a wireless dispatch from his but the auto bandits."
that at no distant date a general re sister
today saying that sue had just
laxation of the present political tenheard of her husband's death and
"Mr. Pater, I love your daughter.
in."
set
will
sion
Do
was
in
that
she
health.
good
Lady
you object to me paying her atThis is taken here a3 a confirmais on board the steamship
Scott
tention?"
tion of the announcement that Russia
which is due to reach Welling"No, but I warn you you'll find it
has agreed to the Austrian contenton, N. Z., on February 27.
lot easier than paying her bills."
a
tion that Scutari must remain part
of Albania. It is anticipated that orBOOTH WANTS MEDAL.
"Why did she want to set her husders will be given shortly for the
'
Feb. 25. General Bram-wewill aside?"
band's
London,
n
of large bodies of
head
of the Salvation
Booth,
because
was her husit
"Merely
reservists now in Galicia
has been proposed as a candi- band's, and she had got ln the habit
army,
near the Russian frontier.
date for the Noble peace prize thit of setting it aside." '
year on the ground that the Salvation
NO MILITARY COURT.
is.-great laternational peace
'Why are you removing all the'
Charleston, "W. Va., Feb; 25. The Army
,
factor.
rocking1 chairs Y"
decidsupreme court of West Virginia
ed today that Adjutant General ElTa hai' sworn off on swearing,
.BOARD OF' TRADE SILENT
and we want to do a'il we can to
liott, in; command of the military in
Chicago, Feb. 25. Because of a lo help him:
the "Kanawha strike coluntry, must
produce "Mother" Jonea and other cal election the board of trade was
not In session today. Primary 'ra- strike leaders in coun tomorrow.
Habeas corpus proceedings were ceplts of wheat were 679,000 bushels
begun in order that they might be against 270,000 a year ago. Clearar
HI(
tried by a civil court instead of by ances of wheat and flour equalled
"
"
the military court. The order of the 4S0.O00 bushels.
court that the prisoners be brought
AND
TAFT'S LAST SPEECH.
to Charleston is accepted by the minFeb. 23. President
ar
Washington,
ers as a victory in the proceedings.
Taft's last speech as executive probIDICTMENTS NOLLE PROSSED. ably will be made here Saturday night
Dallas, Tex., Feb. 25. On orders to Potomac council, Knights of CoNow avertised extensively
from the department of Justice at lumbus. He will eny farewell SaturIndictments
Washington,
in all the Eastern Periodical
brtmgnt day to members of the National
'
i
here for alleged violation of the Sher- Press club.
0-CI'olUh 25c and 50c
t
law by officials of me
man
Floor Mop $1.50
Standard Oil company of New York,
THE COMMISSION FORM
Each
55.
Whether
the Standard Oil company of New
rooatello, Idaho, Ftt.
Jersey, and the Magnolia Petroleum the commission form of government
AT
tce
Ilia aM.u.,AtiliMl!lll
...nnncnA
company of Texas, were nolle prossci
iiiiin.v. iw
OUt" revlio
toaay. The Indictments were drop- being determined at the polls here
ped both against the companies and today. A heavy vote had been cast
their officials.
up to 1 o'clock.
For the purpose of arousing enthusiasm for the erection of silos upon
the mesa farms, thereby increasing
the output of dairy products, the
farmers living east of Las Vegas will
hold a meeting tonight in the Hillsite
school house. A similar meeting will
be held Thursday night at Misha-wak-

Ga., Dec.

25.
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UStD SAFtTY

PINS

That Many Familiar Articles Are of
Ancient Origin Has Been Proved
by Finds Made.

ONE WITH A FUZZY HAT
By GEORGIA

FEBRUARY 25, 1913.

BAD BLUNDER

HORN.

"Land sakes! There he conies
Pins fashioned exactly like those of again, Susie! Why, you know the
today called by us "safety pins," have one with the fuzzy hat an' the plait in
been found in Roman and Etruscan his overcoat. He sure has got his eye
tombs, some being referred to a period on you! Yestid'y when I come up to
the table to take his order instead of
Famous Bell, Cast 600 Years Ago, prior to the birth of Christ
The safety pin, it seems, was- an aryou he was so upset he ordered raspTolled Death of King Henry VI.
ticle of common use in Italy long be- berry sundae Instead of his usual
World-WidGained
Fame
fore the Roman empire attained the chocolate soda. An' raspberries out
During War of the Roses.
none of us will
height of its glory. The material of for mouths! Go on
interfere you wait on him!
which they were made, however,
London. Curfew will be rung
"Mebbe he's a millionaire. That
seems always to have been bronze.
and every night from now until
The collar stud is another ancient would be fine for Susie. Nobody can
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVEH- March next on the historic old bell of invention.
While it is true the old act more like a lady than she can,
TI3EMENTS
to
too
whose
Chertsey Abbey,
clapper Romans did not make use of buttons only she's got her hair
light. I'm
Blanche Heriot Is supposed to have for the purpose of fastening their gar- so glad mino is a nachurl blond. Lilly,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
clung, 500 years ago. in the hope of ments, and they wore no collars, yet see that old lady just coming in? The
saving her lover's life, as told in the they possessed a sort of collar stud, one who looks as though she was goEstimate six ordinary words to a Una.
famous poem by Rose Hanwlck which was used In conjunction with ing to die in a minute or two, and
No ad to occupy less space than two
the safety pin in a number of ways.
Thorp.
Miss Rambo So de wedding was a
bought her clothes in the remnant
line. Ai! advertls monts charged
Who would imagine that the little basement? Well, you listen to me
Probably few of the thousands of
great disappointment?
will be booked at space actually set,
White-JoneShall
"Curfew
she
and
read
who
have
faold
Mrs.
we
with
that's
are
which
people
paper fastener,
Mr. Sambo I should say so. We.
Not Ring Tonight," or heard it re- miliar, the brass device that holds a has a million relatives waiting to get wired to town for a hundred razors, without regard to number of words.
cited, have any idea that the bell, number of loose sheets of paper to--' their hands on her bank account, and "rush," an' de fool merchant sent all Cash In advance preferred.
which its plucky heroine who is gether, was more than two thousand she's tough as a nut. Travels all over
safety razors.
called Bessie in the poem kept from years old? Yet such is the fact, since the world alone at her age and never
On
the
in
is
existence.
loosens
a
still
was
such a device
penny.
up
ringing,
employed by the
WHAT HE THOUGHT
ether hand, such Americans as have Roman soldiers of that era as an inci"Y'ought-- a seen her nephew in here
visited Chertsey, which is a thriving dental of their costumes or uniform. with her the other day. He helped
miles from London,
town, twenty-fivThe belt of thin copper worn by the her out of the electric just as careful
will have learned all about the Abbey old legions was fastened to a strip ol as though he was afraid she might
Bell, as it is called, which is considcloth, serving as a lining, with a series accidently sink through the pavement
ered to be the most historic and old- of little bronze clamps precisely lik6 'Auntie, dear,' says he, 'try a riffle
est ringing bell in England, but which the paper fastener In principle.
parfait with nuts you'll like it!'
Jt was left to an American writer to
Thimbles are ancient. Some speci- 'Young man,' says she, 'piffle parfaits
make
mens are known to be 2,500 years old. are 25 cents a piece, and as long as
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN a.
It was cast 600 years ago. It They are of bronze, and their outei I'm paying the bill I guess you'll get
weighs 1,000 pounds, measures three surfaces show the familiar indenta- along on a ten cent drink! Extravafeet high and nine feet In circumfer- tions for engaging the head ot the gance is the curse of the age!' And
ence, and around the crown Is a Latin needle. These thimbles are precisely then I'll bet she drove downtown and
text which may be translated, "OI like our modern ones, except that they bought a bushel of diamonds.
"Two v'nilla sodas and one mint
WANTED Plain sewing or work by
your charity pray for us, O Virgin have no tops to cover the end of the
lemonade? Yes'm. No'm; there ain't
the day. Box 685, Las Vegas.
Mary." It was ordered cast by John finger.
no strawberries now. Why, I don't
de Rutherwyck, the most famous ol
tired
I
know
growing
expect they get
the Abbots of Chertsey, and In May,
MOVING AIR A REGENERATOR this time of year.
1471, it tolled the death of the mur"See that party in the blue suit and
dered King Henry VI., when his corpse
was brought from London by water Why One May Sleep on the Ground in feathers? She's mad because I can't
FOR SALE Household furniture, one
pick strawberries off'n the chandelier
and found a shelter In Chertsey AbCertain Localities Without Any
been very long
hasn't
it
I'bet
her.
for
in
was
reburied
until
It
III
St
, dining room set, 2 bed room suites,
finally
Effect.
bey
that she had enough money to come
one range, one heating stove, 1 brass
Ceorge'a Chapel, Windsor.
In theRa days of apartments many into a swell shop like this here one
In the abbey It la supposed to have
bed, four rugs 9x12, 2 center tables,
is.
been used as the pardon bell, which, people must sleep rather close to the
Wayback What be yore son doin'
one
chocolate.
Davenport, five willow rockers,
Beg tew th'
"Yes'm, you ordered
was ground. The ventilation here cannot
previous to the Reformation,
city?
etc. All in first class conpictures,
tolled to call the worshippers to a be as good as it is higher and sun- pardon you said so distinctly. I didn't
He's studyin' fer a doctor.
Hayloft
dition, good as new. 102 Pecos ave
grayer to the Virgin Mary, which pre- light is usually almost an impossibil- hear you mention mint lemonade at
Is
Idea!
The
th'
doctor
Wayback
ceded the regular service. When the ity. The renting agent pointed out the all. Well, of course I can change it tew lazy tew study for hisself?
nue, Phone, Vegas 208.
so.
iubbey was dismantled, however, its fact to a tenant the other day that the if you say
"No use trying to please that bunch,
Veil was transferred to the "gloomy, sunlight, during part of the day, fell
FOR. SALE
25 eases of good eggs
RULING PASSION AGAIN.
thadowed tower" of the parish church on the wall opposite and was reflected. ordering chocolate and then claiming
$5.50 per case or 20 cents per dozsort
lemonade!
this
was
mint
it
Gee,
nt Chertsey, which is named St. It was pathetic.
on a
en. Meridian Restaurant.
Nevertheless, it is true that in any of a job is fierce and wearin'
feter's, and also date3 back to John
girl!
lo Rutherwyck, and there, "every reasonably healthful climate, not In"Look
quick! Just coming
BABY CHICKS, pure bred S. C. Reds,
evening, just at sunset," it "tolled the fected by swamp miasma, people sleep in! That'sthere,
Daisy Duberry, and she
fine stock 13c. pens, extra good lietwilight hour," every evening, that Is, on the ground in the open not only in draws $800 a week for doing a half
except the historic one during the safety, but with a distinct hygienic hour stunt on the stage! Think of
Also R C. Reds and BarreJ Rocks
War of the Roses when Blanche gain. It is particularly true of mounby special ordr American S'andarl
tain or high hill regions.
Men, out it! She doesn t look so much, but I
wish to goodness I knew where she
India Runner duck eggs, II for $1
mornhave
in
the
awakened
camping,
buys her complexion. Isn't it a
Mrs. Geo. TuJor, fsage CiV. Kan.
ing to find themselves lying almost Immersed in the water of sudden rains, peach? I'm crazy about that hat she's
and yet have experienced no ill effect. got on, and I'm going to fix my hair
FOR SALE Bedroom furniture anu
like hers before I'm a day older.
All of this leads us back to a previupright pianot all in good condi"Oh, look at that! Kitty nabbed
ous statement that the system thrives
tion. Apply M., Optic.
she'll
thinks
she
her!
get
'Spose
when air has a chance to search in
and circulate in contact with the flesh tickets or something, an' I've always
waited on Miss Duberry whenever
FOR SALE Rhode Island Red eggs
It stimulates and electrifies.
she's been in! I'm going to tell Kitty
for setting, fl for 13, guaranteed.
what I think of her! Jealous thing!
Also few first class Rhode Island
Not that I care for the tip she al
Evening Prayer.
Red roosters, cheap. H. M. North-rup- ,
We beseech thee, Lord, to behold us ways gives it's just the principle of
913 Lincoln avenue.
with favor, folk of many families and the thing!
"Think you're smart don't you, Kit?
nations, gathered together in the peace
of this roof, weak men and women sub- I'll pay you back for jumping my cusFOR SALE Or rent, one square piano
sisting under the covert of- thy pa tomers she is, too! Miss Duberry. is
Howe
You
fans
look
so
Apply 920 Gallinas avenue.
needn't
tience. Be patient still; suffer us yet a p'rticular friend of mine, I'd have
a few weeks to the
blue.
It's
only
awhile longer with our broken pur you know.
of the baseball season.
FOR SALE Horse, harness and two
"Yes, sir; I was just on my way to opening
poses of good, with our idle endeavors
Wise
Yes; but what are we going
us
on
table.
farthest
that
wait
suffer
awhile
buggies.
Nobody
against evil,
Inquire 716 Seventh St
longer
to endure and (if it may be help us sems to pay attention to the new cus- to do in the interim?
to do better. Bless to us our extraor tomers unless it's me. Not that I
FOR SALE Modern nine-roohouse,
6t Peter's Church at Chertsey, Eng- dinary mercies; if the day come when want to name any names, but there's
BOY
SMALL
SCORES
goo dcondition, fine location, bar
land,
these must be taken, brace us to play no use expecting Kitty to wait on any
gain. Inquire M., Optic.
flerlot "sprang within the old church the man under affliction. Be with our one else, as long as Miss Duberry is
in here.
be
ourselves.
Go
with
with
friends,
tow-rdoor," "mounted up the gloomy
"Guess that'll hold Kit for awhile.
and kept the bell from ringing each of us to rest; if any awake, tem
man's cross, and he won't do
what would have been "fair young per to them the dark hours of watch aThe old to
her.
and
return
when
the
thing
ing;
returns,
day
nagil's funeral knell." Ilis name, by
"Two maple sundaes and two hot
FOR RUNT Suite
the way, was nether Basil nor Un- to us, our sun and comforter, and call
housekeeping
us up with the morning faces and chocolates? Yes'm.
rooms,, first floor,
electric lights.
derwood; it was Nevill, and he was
cornext
the
to
in
"Get
parties"
my
with morning hearts eager to labor
508-- Main.
nephew of Warwick, the King Makto be happy, if happiness shall ner, girls. They made their hats at
er; nor had Cromwell anything to do eager
on
home and they've got
rings enough
with the episode, which happened a be our portion and if the day be to
ROOM FOR RENT Mrs. Van Petten,
light the shop if they were hung
marked for sorrow, strong to endure
couple of centuries before the future
806 Seventh street
up high. What do you make of that?
It. Amen. Robert Louis Stevenson.
Miss
was
born.
Thorp,
protector
Why
must be somebody. Nobody but
They
at
San
who, It seems, is still living
big guns can be so contrarylike. The
Diego, Cal., transferred the Incident
Liars Tagged Here.
don't dare.
others
from the earlier period to the later,
Dyaks, natives of Borneo, are ex"What? Hot chocolate? Beg par1
now
She
knows.
alone
that lady
LOOT A watch; plain gold hunting
careful to
tremely truthful. So disgraceful, In- don, ma'am, I'm vur-rsixty-twyears old, and among her deed, do the Dyaks consider the de- get my orders correctly, and what you
ease,. Waltham works; and a black
treasures Is a porcelain replica of the ceiving of others
by an untruth that said was two maple sundaes and two
Bilk fob, with Phi Beta Kappa key
famous bell, which was sent to her such is handed down to
posterity by chocolate Ice creara sodas. Nothing
attaehed. Finder return to Optic
from Chertsey.
a curious custom. They heap up a was said about hot chocolate at all.
now
and! receive reward.
bell
This old abbey or curfew
pile of branches of trees In memory But, of course, we aim to please, and
forms the fifth one of a peal of eight ot the man who has uttered a great I'll
change It for you If you Insist!
In the belfry of the Chertsey parish lie, so that the future
wouldn't
"Gee! I wish women
generations
the
of
hundreds
years
church. After
Grace Who gave the bride away?1
may know of his wickedness and take change their minds so! They never
abandoned
was
Helen Her little brother. He anringing of the curfew
from It.
know what they order! Here, Josie,
nounced to the assembled guests that
at Chertsey, but It was revived by warning
those
to
The
deceived
the
hot
chocolates
start
these
take
persons
FIRST class room and boarl. in- the present vicar and now is carried tugong bula the liar's mound by you
two vinegar cruets with the awful she bad false teeth and dyed her hair.
25.
1
March
to
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
out from October
heaping up a large number of branchhats and the rings over there I've
es in some conspicuous spot by the got to fix my hair.
LITTLE WOULD DO
Billy Sunday Ousts Physician.
side of the path from ono village to
"It's about time for that young man
PETER P. MACKEL
a
While
Pa.
delivering
Pittsburg,
another.
to drop in for
the
with
eyes
lovely
the
Sunday,
Hilly
to
women,
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
rermon
Every passerby contributes to it and his tea. I think he must be English,
Hardwood Finishing, Papir Hanging
evangelist, naked the men to leave
to
reviles
same
at
sonB
the
time
the
get
sometimes
memory
and
younger
rehe congregation. A physician
and Glazing.
ol the man who told, the lie. The be dukes and things, you know!
fused and the athletic minister pro- Dyaks consider the addition to any Where's my vanity case? Well, I like
Estimates
Cheerfully Gven,
through
guest
unwelcome
pelled the
tugong bula they may pass a sacred your nerve, Susie! I
t Bide Plaza
old Town
A Bide exit into a muddy alley, then
duty, the omission of which will meet
"Yes, sir, I'm attending to business.
returned and finished his sermon.
with supernatural punishment
I didn't know you objected to a gill's
sitting down Just a minute when she's
Prize Fish Story.
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
worked till she's ready to drop!
of the
Members
Y.
N.
New Use for Beggars.
Tarrytown,
1 would!
Alhit
to
him,
like
AMO
"I'd
are
this
of
city
Ttod and Reel club
A hotelkeeper in the suburbs of
snooping around for fear we're
SIGN PAINTING
thinking of awarding the prize for the Paris, having been much troubled with ways
our pay! One! The life
not
earning
club
Emmet
Traxter,
to
best story
a wheel near the en- we are leadin' Is a hard one for a
put
mendicants,
N. O.
MAN
who insists that he caught trance to the
building, and above It girl." Chicago Daily News.
429 GRAND AVE.
(three bass at one time.
was placed a sign reading; "Charity
degrades both him who gives and him
r
Bill.
Where Her Shoes Were.
Woman Coughs Up
Turn this wheel one hunBun- - who takes.
Mrs.
Mary
Pa.
aged Ave, was having
Dorothy,
Pittsburgh,
and
half
. , .i
a
times
dred
franc."
get
.
F. E. Walling, a farmer diving neat
her clothes on
uyn
trouble
assembling
feipr wnen arres-uNumerous beggars applied for leave
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends Fo
ten dollar bill neatly folded
arising.
tew the roof of her mouth and her to turn the wheel, until the discovery "Why, where are your shoes,
ley's Honey and Tar Compound and
was made that the force employed was
says: "I have been advised by my
mamma.
asked
teeth.
liaise
doctor to use Foley's Honej
utilized to draw water from a well Dorothy?"
family
Father
Her
The
thinkthe
of
idea
mummie,"
"I don't know,
your
Tar Compound for my children
ind
which served a practical purpose in a
saw
about
' Substitutes Bow For Handshake.
feling
marrying that shiftless
gravely replied. "But I
when there was a cough
medicine
near-borchard and hostelry. Then, them
?
walking around with Margaret low. He hasn't money enough to buy needed. It always gives the beat of
st. Louis. The Imperial club of St
no
the
to
story,
beggars in them last night after I had gone a square meal.
satisfaction and I recommend it to
hi exclusive organization, Has according
The Daughter I Ur.ow, papa, but others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
and substituted were seen in the vicinity. Harper's to bed " Indianapolis News
..,
tirj
Weekly
neither of us Lave bio apt Cites. 1
nn:g Co. Adv.
ejjf tow.

Vicar of Chertsey Church in England Revives Old Custom.
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IIESTASBiNT AND

WANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

A

e

COLUMN

W. M.,

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4.
A. M. Regular com

LAS VEGAS
ARCH

CHAPTER

NO. 3, ROY-

MASONS

Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

world-famou-

For Sate

A

-

"

For Rent

Lost

o

rw.--

W

Miscellaneous

HER.

'

Ten-Dolla-

Hall.

Vhitla

Knights ar cord)
ally invited. Chat

Liebachner, Chaa
cellor Commando
Harry Martin,
and Seal
F- -

of Record!

Keeper

- E.
Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. , Visiting brothers
cordJ
aliy invited to attend. A. M. Adle
President, E. C. Ward, Secretary

L. O. O. MOOSE

fourth

Meets second

ant

Thursday evening
eae)
month at W. o. W. Hall. Vfittln
brothers cordially invited. Dr. B
W.
Houf, Dictator;
J. ThornMli
Secretary.

I.0CAI TIME

Ullt

EAST BOUND

Arrive

No. 2
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No. 4
102 MeeB every Monday
night at No. 8
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglab avenue.at No. 10.

.

o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary; No.
C. H. Baily, treasurer.
No.

l't:0o

.
.

.

Depart

9:10 p. m

.

.

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

m
2U)u a. m
:I5 p. m
p.

p. r.
p. a
a. m
p.

,

il

8

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

1

.

.

No.

3...
7...

No.

9.

.

.

.

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6: 10 a. m.l . . .
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m

a.

m

p.
p.

a
a

Meet in the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
ATTORNEYS
on the second and fourth Fridays
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk. George H. Hunker Chester A. Hun
Attorneys-at-LaVisiting members are especially
Las Vegas.
New Merle'
welcome and cordially invited.

DENTISTS
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first DR; E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Crockett Building.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Office Telephone
Main 111
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are House
Main Mi
Telephone
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
retary.

-

Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
COUN-CIKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
moderate prices.
NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 13
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited. Richard
When Burton Holmes recently gave
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
his celebrated travelogue on "Panama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
was seriously Interupted by continual
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. coughing of the audience".
No one an
with
1. Meets every Monday evening at noys willingly and If people
and
hoarseness
tickling
colds,
coughs,
their hall on Sixth street All visit- in
throat would use Foley's Honey and
ing brethren cordially Invited to at Tar. Compound, they could
quickly
tend: F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gue cure their coughs and colda and avoid
V. G.;
T. M. Elwood this annoyance. O. G. Schaefer and
Lehman.,
Red Crosa Drug Co. Adv.
Karl
Wertz,
Treasurer;
Secretary;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan
not take
B P. O. ELKS
Meets second and ley, Ind., says he would
$100.00 for the relief a single box of
'
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
month Elks home on Ninth street a severe attack of kidney trouble with
and Douglas avenue. Vfsltlng broth, sharp pains through my back and
could hardly straighten up. A single
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
box of Foley Kidney Pills entirely reExalted Ruler; D. W. Con- lieved
me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
don, Secretary.
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
L

Mc-Elre-

'

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery...!.
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 be., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs. to . 200 lb.. Each Delivery
Less than 5d lbs. Each. Delivery

20c per
25c per
30c per
40c per
50c per

100 lbs.
100 I be.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
109 lbs.

AG U A PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities- - o Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BtJY the particular thing Is worth mot

t

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to lomeoee
who reads the ads. la this newspaper and would never hear of
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana a er ads. in this newspaper want (aad
are anxious to pay euh for) hooks, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical instruments.

five-year--

y

. i

ery
Monday eve
in
Caetii
niug

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets first and inirJ Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma-

tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

NO.

KNIGHTS OF PV
THIAS Meet
e

munication first and
third Thursday in
each months Visiting
Drothers cordially in
vited. Wa Pi Mm
H. S .Van Petten, Secretary!

day in each month at Ma- pr
sonic lempie at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
Kinkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re.
carder.

AL

LODGE

OORADO

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR-R- eg'
4jkular conclave sen. d Tmm.

e

Wanted

AFL

C

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyer.s, of all possible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best man

kea.
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We are prepared5 to supply both the engraved and printed variety,
correct in style and the kind that will look good to the folks back
east or out west.
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Hunt's Quality Fruits
Good Eating
Peaches

California
California

Apricots
Bartlett Pears

California

Cherries

is just pure fruit, grown in California's sunny orchards, prepared clean, cooked in natural fruit juice and pure cane sugar.

Good For

Breakfast
Fruit Salads

Good For

Desserts

Good For

We Have Them

J.

R

Steams;

Gro cer

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

Try a dram of Old Tlaylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

SECRETARY

lilt

Light automobile lamjj at 6:27
o'clock this evening.
bon

California

Ml

LOCAL NEWS

CLUB

OF

25 1913.

BROWNE ft UANZANARES

IS HtHE

A Golden

BUILDING DAMAGED
-

w.

Bour- -

H. STARK
WILL AT ONCE
TAKE UP DUTIES AS OFH-ClA- L
BOOSTER.

FIRE WHICH STARTED IN
BASEMENT IS PUT OUT
TER HARD FIGHT

Opportunity

THE
AF- -

W. H.

Stark, recently elected to the
Fire, which originated in the furAll the latest styles of-- ' millinery position of secretary of the Las
nace room in the basement, was the
Commercial club, arrived last couse of damage to the extent of
may be seen at Mrs. L. P. Wright's,
Adv.
night from Denver prepared to begin about $2,000 t the building and stock
his new duties without delay, .vir. of Browne, Manzanares and Com
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Stark came to Las Vegas from the pany last night. The principal loss
in the wood. Direct from the distil- staff of the Denver Express. He is was caused by water, the destructive
lery to you. At the Lbby, of course. an experienced 'newspaper man, Hav- action of the fire beine confined to
Adv.
ing worked in both the editorial and a small section of the basement. In
0
(advertising field. Mr. Stark Said the wareroom at the rear of the of
this
Lost A watch; plain gold hunting
morning, in a conversation with fices a small hole was burned through
case, Waltham works: and a block a representative of The Optic, that the floor.
As the flames broke
silk fob, with Phi Beta Kappa key he was greatly pleased with what he through immediately under the stairattached. Finder return to Optic and had seen of Las Vegas. He thinks way 'leading to the upper etories, it
the Commercial club is in a position is fortunate that they were extin
receive reward. Adv.
to do a great work for the commun guished
promptly, as the draft up the
P. C. Fox, general manager of the ity and can take a leading part In the stairs and elevator shaft would have
western lines of the Santa Fe Rail' development of the country in such caused the fire to spread rapidly to
way company, and F. L. Myers, sup- a manner as to bring about prosper- the entire structure..
erintendent of the New Mexico divi ity. He says the club should have
The alarm was turned in shortly
sion, paid the Y. M. C. A. a visit this the support of the entire community) after 7 o'clock by Dr. L. Batchelor,
morning. Mr. Fox is much inter- and he intends to do his share in agent for the Santa Fe railway, who
ested in the Y. M. C. A. work.
making it bo efficient that nobody was in the offices of the company, a
will have an excuse for remaining off few feet east of the
burning building
A fire alarm was turned in this the membership rolls.
When the firemen arriv d smoke was
Mr. Stark was impressed with the.
morning from the residence of W. G.
pouring out the crevices of the doors
725
which
Ogle,
Eighth street,
proved beauty of the Commercial club quar and windows. The fire fighters had
to be without necessity. Smoke was ters. He declared that more mem- some difficulty in finding the blaze.
seen descending from the roof of ine bers should avail themselves- - of its The first stream of water was turned
house and it was thought that the accommodations. Mr, Stark is anx into the building through a window
roof was afire. Both departments ious that the club rooms become the in the second floor. When it was
turned out in response to the alarm. "hangout" of business men when discovered there was no blaze upon
down town in the evenings or at that floor the firemen entered the
A 'large squad turned out last night other times when they are at leis
first floor, but the smoke was 30
at O'Malley's "gym" and worked out ure. He expects to spend much cf thick they could not remain in the
under the management of O'Malley his time in fact all of the time when structure long enough .to locate the
and Hamilton. Arrangements are be he is not engaged in the outside work blaze. When the flames were dis
ing made to work up a bout between of the organization in the club covered in the furnace room the fireYoung Bite of this city and Benny rooms where he can De ready to an men quickly extinguished them.
Chavez.
Hite showed up in good swer the inquiries of am' visitors.
TheEast Las Vegas fire department
form and no doubt will give Chavez Mr. Stark expects at once to faniil and the E. Romero Hose and Fire
a good run when the bout is staged. iarize himself with everything per company both responded to the alarm
A number of bouts will be staged in tainlng to the co nmunity upon which and did
good work. The Santa Fe
the near future in some of the local inquiries may be made by visitors or railway fire
department also got on
club houses and lodges.
through, the mahs.
the job. A big switch engine was
Mr. Stark shows that he has the
run on the switch track adjoining the
In one of last week's editions of requisite ginger acd enthusiasm to
building to furnish extra pressure In
the New York Evening Journal ap qualify himself lor his new position. case the flames
got beyond control.
peared a drawing by Clarence Batch- - Doubtless he will make good from The Santa Fe took this action to
elor. Many other drawings have ap the start. Mr. Stark was accompan
the local firemen and also to
peared in Judge and other maga ied to Las Vegas by his wife.
the offices of the New Mexico
protect
zines, and it is evident that Batcn-elo- r
division of the road, which would
resuccess cf his prois making
The Normal basketball teams
have been seriously menaced had the
fession.
He is the son of D. U turned this afternoon from
blaze become an ugly conflagration.
where they played last night
Batchelor, local agent for the Santa
Millard W. Browne, manager tor
Fe Railway company, and many of
Browne, Manzanares and Company,
his friends here will be pleased to
The Elks will hold their regular
said the
and contents were
hear that he is becoming popular as meeting tonight in the club house. valued at building
about $40,000. He did not
an artist.
All members are requested, to be
believe the damage done amounted
present.
to over $2,000, fully covered by in
dis
of
the
Judge Herbert Raynolds
surance.
The Browne and ManzaEsther Smith, wrapping clerk at
trict court at Albuquerque has is
nares building is located at 600 Railwas
store,'
Bacharacu
Brothers'
kept
sued an order naming Roy S.
road avenue. It is a brick structure
as receiver for the Albuquerque from her work today by an attack
three stories in height and is one fo
Floral company, operating green of the grip.
the best structures occupied by a
beavenue
houses on West Central
The services at the Christian Tab- wholesale grocery in New Mexico.
yond the Huning Castle. The action
will continue all this week. The firemen did good work in saving
ernacle
was taken upon, petition of Arno
sermons will oe the building, as the fire was a baf
Huning, represented by Attorney H. Many interesting
fling one owing to the difficulty in
F.
i Grim.
Collins.
It s understood that the given by Rev.
the blaze.
finding
and
involved
company is not heavily
Miss Madeline Mills, vho has been
the action is taken chiefly to pro
tect certain interests formerly active- suffering from the effects of an opHighest grades in the Castle school
eration performed on her ear some
ly identified in the enterprise.
to
eighth
be
is
grade for tne month ending
time ago,
reported
21: The'ima
Coman, 97;
February
basketball
The Normal University
Ruth Seelinger, 97; ivy Fitch, 96;
teams last night in Albuquerque won
The body of A. C. Astrop, who died Fern Fitch, 95. Highest grades in
one game and lost one in the contests with the Albuquerque Business yesterday, was sent to Madison, Wis- deportment Ivy Fitch, 100; Lena
No. 2. The Martinez, 100.. 'Attendance for. the
College, the boys winning 24 to 39 consin, last night on train
Mrs. month, 9? per cent A. E. Edmonns,
was
19.
to
18
by
accompanied
Judgbody
and the girls losing,
eviLas Teacher.
in
been
had
Mr.
scores
the
Astrop
Astrop.
the
from
games
ing
weeks
one
three
previous to
Vegas for
dently were fast Losing by
Normal
his
death..
the
girls
point shows that
played a good game. The boys, how
Have You Ever Tried .
The local posloffiee today received
ever, did not mane as guuu a euu vat Albuquerque as was made a musket through the parcels post
ying
Business College team This is the first time that an article
when the
kind has been received, but
played here. The teams returned of this
shows
the variety of things that
it
home today.
may be Bent in this way. People who
saw Carrier Burch
delivering the
Mexican revomusket
a
that
thought
"I much prefer Steam Laun
lution had broken out in the city.
dry service to home 'launderVe-fe-

We are now
placing orders with Eastern f uniture factories
for a large car shipment for
Spring, to arrive soon.
You can get. that
come in this car at a

particular piece or kind of furniture to
grat saving to yoj.

Any furniture ordered to come in this car is sold on a
very
close basis, and with the low
freight rate, you can save 25 per
cent.
.

Let Us Have Your Orders
Early

J. C. JOHNSEN
-

E.
S.

r

(&

SON

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Raynolds. Vice President
Hallett Ravnniri. n0M,
Davis, Vice President.
H, Erie Hoke, Assasitaut Cashier.
:

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
:

OF LAS VEGAS,

N

M

Capital, $100,k( Sorpltjs, and Undivided Profits $35,00(
Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Bankici

Interest Paid on

.

Time Deposits

as-B- it

i

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

d

1

CR YSTAL BUTTER
is made:

fR-o-

ASTEUR.1Z ED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.

IT SATISFIES

CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

At The Home of (lie Best of Everything Eatable

JUST TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS

TRY
SANBORJNS
CHASE
Coffees or Tees
WHEN YOU AR.E TIRED
.

Just Ti

White Beauty
Cooking Oil?

ing, the color

is better and

the clothes last longer."
This is the remark we hear
v.B
every day, and it pleases
we
effort
the
and repays ufl for

have made to bring our

ROUGH DRY'

At the meeting held by the Fraternal Brotherhood last night James N
to represent
Cook was nominated

this district at the meeting of th
supreme lodne to be held at Los An- 1
geles in the near .future. 'After the
business meeting refreshments were
The
served and dancing followed.
was
and
enthuslastJo
plans
meeting
for the future of the lodge wore

into popularity.

THE

GRAAF

&

IIAlARD

CO. STORE

Our new iresh hot air drying
the only sanitary way of
drying clothes, then we Iron
the flat pieces wash, dry and
Iron the flat work.
Is

mns

ONCE

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWAST1KAX0AL
WHOLESALE
Dm

AND, RE TA I L
!

:

VJ.GOiiB Oil

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

"HUNTS QUALITY
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

Las

Veas Steam
Laundry

Fhone Main 81

67 Douglit Are

Much interest has been
aroused
by the announcement of the Knights
of Columbus to the effect that Rev.
Father Francis liurnum, S. J., who
recently delighted ..a large audience
at the Duncan opera house with his
address on "Alaska," would spoak at
the regular meeting of the council in
the O. R. 0. hall on Thursday evenThe meeting
is open to all
ing.
Knights of Columbus, their families
be
and friends.
No lulniiRHJon will
who is
charged, Father Harnum,
rcally Interested in tno work of the

Knkhts

Columbus, having been
glad to give his services without reof

muneration. Father Barnum's
ject will be "Jamaica,'

sub-

it is one of the GREAT.
EST helps in the

..70c

1

$1.35

gallon
gallon
Give

Insiit on "Hurvts" If you w&nt the highest
quality in canned fruits

at j,

H. STEARNS

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and.Aeratipg Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness,
Some four years ago we adopted the name

-

sizes

56

Delicious In Flavour

We did so because we believed that then as now we were
conforming to the above main principles of modern dairying designed .ta.pTevM: the entrance of bacteria into the
- .
milk- That werwereTfgftt was proven in the government inspection of the next year (not made public at the time) in
which we scored thi honest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or
stable.

INSTEAD OF LARD.
2

LYE-PEELE-

CORBETT 'SANITARY DAIRY

cul-

inary department of
the home to be USED

It comes in

FITS"

Highest In Quality

,

All

Them-Tha- tV

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

The very unsanitary yet very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterids of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few minutts. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another in it some time or another. Then the dust end
odors from the cooking
and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached milk room mnke the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for milk until it is bottled and sealed.

it a trial and

and-livin-

you will be well

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
II

Las Vru

Fk'h'D E. COfBFrT
Prop,

South Pacific St.
Phone Main

312

BOUCHER
5he

Coffee Man"
SSSSSEEtt

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

